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Chapter 1

Introduction

In order to achieve a better understanding of functional processes in nature, researchers
have always aimed at gaining deeper insights into matter, particularly on microscopic
length scales [1]. As a major probe, visible light has since been used for optical imag-
ing. However, this often limits the information depth to the surface or surface-near
regions of the specimen, due to the low penetration depth of visible light for most ma-
terials. Moreover, according to Abbe’s law [2] the resolution of the visualized structure
inside transparent objects is limited by the wavelength used for inspection, at least in
conventional microscopes.
Because short wavelengths are able to resolve fine features and furthermore provide
a higher penetration depth, the discovery of x-rays by W.C. Röntgen [3] was a corner-
stone for research. As x-rays cover the wavelength range from 0.01−10 nm, informa-
tion about the inner texture of comparatively thick and optically opaque media can
be accessed at high resolution. Using the Beer-Lambert law [4], the penetration depth
can be calculated for a predefined transmission, when the attenuation coefficient for
the specific radiation energy/wavelength is known. This coefficient comprises of sev-
eral interaction mechanisms of electromagnetic waves and matter, but is dominated
by absorption of photons according to the photoeffect.
Apart from absorption, specimens can also impart a phase shift on the transmitted
electromagnetic waves, meaning that the oscillation states (for given time and space)
of two waves are shifted with respect to each other. Distinct from the absorption, this
second type of contrast mechanism is used by a variety of imaging techniques such as
phase contrast microscopy [5, 6], phase contrast tomography [7, 8] and holography [9]
in in-line [10, 11, 12] and off-axis geometry [13]. To fully exploit this contrast, waves
are required which exhibit a fixed phase correlation in view of the spatial and tempo-
ral propagation, denoted as coherence. Since only intensities (modulus square of the
wave amplitude) can be measured by x-ray detectors1, phases or relative phase-shifts,
respectively, have to be made visible by interference and retrieved by iterative algo-
rithms [14, 15].

1 Through the photoelectric effect, free electrons are generated by the x-rays in a semiconductor material
leading to the buildup of a measurable photocurrent.
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To advance these techniques, there is a demand for specialized x-ray sources and op-
tics designed for assessing structures on fundamental length scales, in particular on
molecular scales in the micron and nano range. For high resolution imaging the sources
must be both intense (at least 1010 photons per second) and (sub-) micron-sized as
well. Fabricating suitable optical elements is by no means a trivial task because the
concept of focusing is based on the interaction of radiation and matter, which is com-
parably weak for x-rays. For this reason, conventional optics such as lenses from a sin-
gle material are inappropriate to perform this task. In the past few decades significant
progress was achieved for a multitude of x-ray optical elements such as compound
refractive lenses (CRL), multilayer Laue lenses (MLL), Fresnel zone plates (FZP), mul-
tilayer zone plates (MZP) and waveguides (WG), concerning the available flux behind
the device and the focal spot size. In principle, these optics enable a non-destructive
and particularly non-invasive examination of processes in high-resolution. They can
be classified into three key concepts of operation:

Reflection: multilayer mirrors [16, 17], bent or asymmetrically cut crystals [18],
capillaries [19]

Refraction: CRL [20, 21]

Diffraction: gratings [22], FZP [23], MZP [24], MLL [25, 26] and waveguides [27, 28]

Here, the weak interaction with matter poses major challenges for the fabrication of
the optics listed above. Especially in view of obtaining intense and simultaneously
small foci it is crucial to ensure an accuracy in production on the nano scale over lat-
eral dimensions ranging up to several millimeters. Benchmarks of the current state of
research for different types of x-ray optics are compiled in table 1.1.

Type Spot size [nm] Eph [keV] Transmission [%] Materials Published by

CRL 50 × 50 21 30.5 Si 2005, Schroer et al. [29]
MLL 25 × 27 12 2 Si/WSi2 2011, Yan et al. [30]
FZP 58 × 58 8 5 Ta 2005, Suzuki et al. [31]
MZP <5 ×<5 7.9 2 Si/W 2013, Dring et al. [32]
WG 47 × 25 12.5 4.7 PMMA 2005, Jarre et al. [33]

10 × 10 13.5 14 Ge/Mo/C/Mo/Ge 2012, Krger et al. [34]

Table 1.1: State of research for common x-ray optical devices. For different types of x-ray optics the two-
dimensional focal sizes are listed, in particular, comparing the operation energies, transmission values and
material compositions. The transmission is calculated by comparing the intensity of the incoming x-ray beam
(fully illuminating the optical element) to the signal measured behind the device.

Picked from this multitude of x-ray optics, waveguides are addressed in this thesis.
Their functionality basically resembles an inverted fiber optic. A guiding material with
low density is imbedded in a high density cladding. In the guiding part the wave field
propagates in the form of resonant oscillations (modes).
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In view of the functioning and structure of waveguides the following approaches for
one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) focusing are pursued:
In the case of resonant beam couplers [28, 35, 36, 37] the radiation is coupled into the
guiding layer (potentially a multilayer [38, 39, 40]) through a thin top-layer and is fo-
cused in one direction. Contrarily, in front coupling geometry the radiation impinges
on the entrance side of one-dimensionally [41] or two-dimensionally confined chan-
nels, filled with polymer [42] or air [43].
The 2D focusing waveguides specified in table 1.1 both consist of a weakly absorbing
core (carbon or polymer) in a non-transparent semi-conductor cladding. A solid core
is disadvantageous in view of a reduced transmission and radiation damage [44, 45],
affecting the guiding properties. These limitations can be overcome by fabricating hol-
low channels.
Proof of principal experiments using lithographically fabricated, air-filled channel wave-
guides imbedded in silicon were published by Kohlstedt et al. [43], where micron-sized
channels revealed transmissions of <1%. Significant progress was then achieved by
Neubauer [46], in particular in terms of down-sizing the channel dimensions, aiming
at coherent exit fields by mode-filtering.
Continuing this pioneering work, one goal of this thesis is the enhancement of the op-
tical efficiency to a level sufficient for imaging applications. Waveguides are especially
suitable for holographic x-ray imaging experiments, since the divergent beam leaving
the channel entails a geometric magnification, and exhibits a high degree of coher-
ence [47, 48] as well as a clean spherical wave-front. They can be considered as virtual
point-sources due to the small dimensions of the channels (cross-sections of several
tens of nanometers [49]) and the inherent size of the modes [50]. To provide a high
quality intensity distribution behind the waveguide (near-field), all fabrication steps
such as spin-coating, electron beam lithography, wet development, reactive ion etch-
ing and wafer bonding are optimized and coordinated with respect to each other at the
same time, since every single step depends on the previous procedure. For each pro-
duction step the crucial parameters are identified and the corresponding values are
determined precisely. Build on the basis of high accuracy and reliability in manufac-
turing, waveguide channels can be fabricated in advanced geometries such as gratings,
tapered and curved channels, or beamsplitters, enabling for constructing novel x-ray
tool as for example time delay devices or interferometers [51, 52].
Furthermore, the propagation of the electromagnetic field inside the waveguide chan-
nel can be numerically studied, using finite difference simulations [53]. This method
not only yields a tool for gaining access to a deeper understanding of the waveguiding
mechanism, but also allows to optimize the channel geometry in order to enhance the
efficiency of the guide and to define the intensity distribution in the near-field regime.
Along with meeting the requirements of both the measurement setup and the sample,
the propagation of the wave field can thus be predicted beforehand and compared to
the findings from phase retrieval algorithms afterwards. Hence, waveguide fabrication
can be considered as a key technology for x-ray beam tailoring.
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Outline

This thesis develops advanced x-ray waveguide optics based on lithographically fabri-
cated channels. Starting from the theoretical framework, different waveguide designs
are considered and specific benefits and limitations are discussed. Combining finite
difference simulations and experimental results, waveguides in various geometries are
characterized extensively.
A compilation of four publications is included with the latest improvements in wave-
guide fabrication and their optical performance. Chapter 1 provides a broad introduc-
tion into the theoretical background of waveguiding in different channel geometries
and arrangements, presenting a framework for the experimental results articulated
in chapters 4 and 6. Also the typical geometric dimensions of guiding channels are
considered, leading to an understanding of the requirements for fabrication methods,
detailed in chapters 2 and 3. Furthermore, reconstructions of the near-field of single
channels and gratings as well as waveguides utilized for beam characterization are pre-
sented to complete the view on x-ray waveguides.
In chapter 2, the process of fabricating empty channels in a silicon cladding is pre-
sented along with results of x-ray holography, reconstruction algorithms and simula-
tions of wave fields inside the waveguides.
Proceedings of the manufacturing process of nano-sized channels are shown in chap-
ter 3. The process parameters are optimized, accomplishing new benchmarks in x-ray
optical performance for waveguide channels in silicon. Finally, the fabrication proce-
dure is extended to other materials such as germanium and quartz.
The optical functionality of tapered waveguides and beamsplitters is demonstrated in
chapters 4 (with attached supplemental material) and 6. The experimental results con-
firm the analytical predictions and additionally reveal interesting features in the wave
field not only within the channel but also in the near- and far-field regime.
In chapter 7, the findings of this thesis are summarized and an outlook concerning
future investigations in this field is given.
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1.1 The concept of waveguiding

In this section the theoretical background of hard x-ray waveguiding is presented in ex-
cerpts, while a detailed monograph can be found in [54, 55]. Regarding the propaga-
tion of wave fields in guiding structures, some fundamentals of x-ray optics are included
which are necessary to understand the general concept and to evaluate the results from
experiments and simulations.
In this part the term waveguide is explicitly used for an air-/vacuum-filled channel
(core) imbedded in a silicon cladding, whereas other materials for the cladding such
as germanium or quartz are considered in chapter 3. The optical properties of a ma-
terial are quantified by the index of refraction n = cvacuum/cmedi um , describing the
ratio of speed of light c in vacuum and medium. When radiation passes through mat-
ter, absorption (reduced transmission) and dispersion (wavelength dependency of the
propagation velocity) are observed which are expressed by the corresponding coeffi-
cients β and δ, such that

n = 1−δ+ iβ.

For x-rays at a wavelength λ = 0.01-10nm, the coefficients are: δ v 10−5-10−9 and
β≈ δ ·10−2, with exact values depending on the material composition.

x
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Figure 1.1: Principle of waveguiding. An incoming wave field is coupled into a channel from the left (front-
end), impinges several times on the interface between the two media with the refractive indices n1 and n2,
before exiting the channel on the right side. Assuming an air/vacuum-filled core and a silicon cladding, n1 is
larger than n2.

In figure 1.1 a single ray trajectory of the incident wave field is traced for illustration.
The refraction at the boundaries can be described by Snell’s law

n1 cosθ1 = n2 cosθ2 for n1 > n2. (1.1)

There is a critical angle cosθc = n2/n1, indicating a material-dependent threshold.
Above this value the rays enter the cladding (θ > θc ); below this angle the radiation
is reflected at the surface (θ < θc ). Since δ depends on the photon energy Eph , the

same applies for the angle θc =p
2δ. For silicon at Eph = 7.9 keV, the critical angle for

total reflection is θc = 0.227◦ [56].
A guided wave traveling in positive x-direction can be described by:

Ψ=Ψ(z)e i (ω t−βd x) (1.2)

where ω = k · c/n is the angular frequency of a wave field (harmonic in time t ) with
wave number k = 2π/λ, and βd = n1k cosθ1 as the damping coefficient.
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Equation (1.2) is a solution of the wave equation(
∇2 − n2

c2 ∂
2
t

)
Ψ= 0 with ∇= ex ∂/∂x +ey ∂/∂y +ez ∂/∂z (1.3)

and e f as the unit vector in f -direction. Inserting Eq.(1.2) into Eq.(1.3) leads to the
reduced Helmholtz equation

∂2

∂z2Ψ(z)+ (n2k2 −β2
d )Ψ(z) = 0. (1.4)

The continuity at the interfaces at z = 0 and z = d and a vanishing wave for z = ±∞
require solutions for the amplitudeΨ(z) that fulfill the following constraints:

Ψ(z) =


A eγz for z ≤ 0

B cosκz +C si n κz for d ≥ z ≥ 0

D e−γ (z−d) for z ≥ d .

(1.5)

Here, the field inside the channel (d ≥ z ≥ 0) is a superposition of two plane waves (sine
and cosine terms for odd and even modes, respectively). The parameters

κ =
√

n2
1k2 −β2

d ,

γ =
√
β2

d −n2
2k2

only result in physically plausible solutions inside the channel if κ,γ ∈R, otherwise the
field would be extended towards infinity without any attenuation; this is not fulfilled
when n2k ≥ βd = n1k cosθ1 = n2k for θ = θc . As mentioned above, the critical angle θc

assigns a threshold where the impinging field is no longer guided within the channel,
but is turned into a radiating field that is successively absorbed in the cladding ma-
terial.
A homogeneous system of equations has to be solved to maintain the parameters in
Eq. (1.5). This leads to the eigenvalue equation

tan(κd) = 2κγ

κ2 −γ2 =
2κd

√
(n2

1 −n2
2) · (kd)2 − (κd)2

(κd)2 − [(n2
1 −n2

2) · (kd)2 − (κd)2]
=: F (κd). (1.6)

The numerator of the function F (κd) vanishes when

κd ≥
√

n2
1 −n2

2 ·kd =: V (1.7)

is reached. For even largerκd , the root in Eq. (1.6) becomes imaginary and the function
F (κd) ends at point V , which is hence called cutoff. From equation (1.6) the number
of the modes M in a channel with a certain width d can estimated graphically (see Fig.
1.2).
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Figure 1.2: Graphical solution of the eigenvalue problem. (a) For varying κd the tangent function, F(κd)
and the cutoff conditions Vm = [V 2 − (κd)2]1/2 for the first four modes are plotted. All crossings of the two
functions (marked with colored circles) inside a certain circular orbit Vm represent solutions of the eigenvalue
equation (1.6). (b) The propagation of the first five modes inside a waveguide is drawn schematically. On the
right hand side the amplitudeΨ(z) of the wave field is plotted, indicating that the electromagnetic wave can be
analyzed analogously to an electron, trapped in a potential well. For even modes (m = 0,2,4), the amplitude
is symmetrical to the optical axis in x-direction, whereas odd modes (m = 1,3) reveal a point symmetry.

The crossing points of the black and solid colored lines represent solutions of the eigen-
value equation (1.6). The number of π-crossings of F (κd) before reaching the cutoff
value Vm (with m = 0,1,2, ...) which is depicted as colored dashed lines, is equal to the
number of guided modes

M =
⌈

V

π

⌉
withdbe := min[a ∈Z |a ≥ b] .

For increasing channel widths, the cutoff is shifted to the right, resulting in a higher
number of intersections with the tangent function and a correspondingly higher num-
ber of modes [see Fig. 1.2(a)]. Since F (κd) and the tangent function share the same ori-
gin, there is always one (fundamental) mode guided in a narrow channel
(M(Vm=0) = 1). Note that for illumination parallel to the optical axis, only mirror-
symmetric (even) modes are excited.
Neglecting absorption (β= 0) for an air/vacuum-filled channel, the refractive index:

nSi = 1−δ= 1− λ2

2π
r0ρSi with

r0 = 2.82 ·10−15 m (classical el.− radius)

ρSi = 0.0248nm−2 (el.−density)
(1.8)

can be used to estimate the critical width dc for guiding a second mode from Eq. (1.7):

V =√
4πr0ρSi d Vm=0 =π−−−−−−−−−−→ dc = 1

2

√
π

r0ρSi
.

For silicon the critical width is dc ≈ 20nm, in wider channels the propagation of multi-
modal wave fields is enabled.
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1.2 Propagation in advanced geometries

In this section the x-ray optical properties of waveguides in different geometries are pre-
sented combining analytical studies, finite difference simulations (FDSs) and experi-
mental results.
In all simulations, gray lines and filled areas mark borders of the solid silicon cladding.
Furthermore, schematic drawings illustrate the parameters suited to describe each
type of channel geometry. As a function of those parameters, the ratio of the inten-
sities entering (Ii n) and leaving the channel (Iout ) is plotted. In this way the optical
performance of the channel is quantified while varying its dimensions. All intensities
are normalized to the input plane wave. The simulated data points for Iout /Ii n as well
as the measured values for the transmission T are connected by lines, serving solely
as a guide to the eye. In the simulations, sharp boundaries are assumed, without ac-
counting for any defective structures. Since most of the displayed measurements were
performed at Eph = 7.9 keV (except for the gratings), this energy was also chosen for
the FDSs. All lengths L, spacings S, widths d and depths h of the channels are meas-
ured using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), revealing a precision of ±4 nm for a
magnification factor of 50 ·103.

1.2.1 Single straight channels

In the previous section, the basic concept of a single straight waveguide channel was in-
troduced. For this well known model system, one-dimensionally (1D) and two-dimen-
sionally (2D) simulations are performed using a finite difference solver [53].
In the simulations2, a waveguide with variable width d and length L = 1 mm is imbed-
ded in a box of 4µm× 1.3 mm (x,z), sampled with 4000×1300 pixels. For the 2D case, a
third simulation box of 2000 pixels is chosen, covering 2µm in y-direction. Addition-
ally to the wave field propagating in the channel, free space propagation is simulated
20µm in front of and 280µm behind the waveguide structure.

2 Templates for modeling waveguides in various geometries are given in Appendix B.
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Figure 1.3: Guiding properties of straight channels. FDSs of straight waveguides with different widths d of
(a) 40 nm, (b) 80 nm, (c) 200 nm, (d) 400 nm, (e) 800 nm and (f) 1600 nm. An intensity profile, extracted at the
dashed magenta line (y = z = 0), is drawn in the same color at the bottom of each simulated field. (g) Intensity
profiles through the exit planes for all channel widths. (h) Slice through the y = 0 plane of a two-dimensional
simulation for a channel with an entrance area of 80 nm × 80 nm. (i) The Iout /Ii n ratio as a function of the
channel width d for 1D (black squares) and 2D (red triangles) channels. All intensities are normalized to the
input intensity.
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In figure 1.3, one-dimensional channels with different widths d are detailed in (a-f). In
(a), the inset shows the entrance region in a magnified view. In this channel of width
d = 40nm two modes are guided, the fundamental mode (m = 0) and the first (even)
excited mode (m = 2). While the intensity of the fundamental mode is located along
the center of the channel at z =0, the two maxima in intensity of the m = 2 mode are
located close to the borders at z = ±d/2, as shown above [compare Fig. 1.2(b)]. Thus
the profile along z = 0 is dominated by the m = 0 mode, revealing a sinusoidal oscilla-
tion that decays towards the end of the channel. The effect of modes being damped out
is more obvious in figure 1.3(b). Here, the number of modes, propagating near the en-
trance side, is reduced in x- and z-direction. Especially the higher modes are damped
out faster, since the damping coefficient βd increases with the mode number m [57]:

βd ≈ π2

d 3 (m +1)
Im(εSi /εV ac )

p
Re(1−εSi /εV ac )

3

λ2

(2π)2 ≈ λ2

4d 3 (m +1)
Im(εSi )

p
Re(1−εSi )

3

= λ2

4d 3 (m +1)
Im(1−δ+ iβ)2√

Re(1− (1−δ+ iβ)2)
3 = λ2

4d 3 (m +1)
β2

p
2δ

3 = λ2

4d 3 (m +1)
β2

θ3
c

.

The relations nr = p
εrµr ≈ p

εr for the dielectric permittivity εr (while the magnetic

permeability µr ≈ 1 and nvac = 1) and θc = p
2δ were used for simplification, while

neglecting the δ2-term. In particular, the damping of higher modes is observed in the
profile along the channel, where the multi-frequency oscillation is filtered to a sinu-
soidal shape. As another consequence, the degree of complexity in the mode structure
increases with the channel width d , evidenced by intensity profiles through the exit
planes [see Fig. 1.3(g)]. In general, this waveguiding effect, namely the occurrence of
interference patterns inside (x-ray) optics, has to be taken into account, as long as a
wave reflected at one channel border reaches the opposite boundary within the wave-
guide length L. This means that two waves, reflected at opposite channel borders in
the entrance side, intersect within the channel [dashed yellow lines in (f)], which is
quantified by the width

da = L · tan θc ≈ 4µm for L = 1000µm and θc = 0.227◦.

In channels exceeding this threshold, the impact of the interfaces is limited to the area
near the channel wall [58]. For channels with da > d > dc , an incoherent illumination
results in a partially coherent exit field, where the degree of coherence increases to-
wards unity as the number of modes decreases to the mono-modal regime. For the far-
fields analyzed in this thesis, a coherent superposition of resonant modes is assumed,
since the typical value of d = 100 nm is close to dc = 20 nm incoherence effects do not
have to be concerned. The Iout /Ii n ratio of the waveguides is depicted in figure 1.3 (i).
For very small channels, the transmission is low because the amount of the mode prop-
agating in the cladding is higher for narrow channels [45]. Square shaped 2D channels
(red triangles) are even affected twice by the same effect due to the confinement in the
second (y-)direction. As a result, the intensities for small channel widths d are sys-
tematically lower compared to 1D channels. However, the maximum intensity inside
the channel is much larger in 2D channels, since modes confined in two directions
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are superposed (h). In both cases Iout /Ii n > 1 for broader channels, because radiation
impinging onto the front-end propagates inside the channel (assuming θ < θc ); fur-
thermore, the evanescent field "leaks back" into the channel. The percentage of this
gained intensity, referring to the total value of incoupled intensity decreases with in-
creasing width d ; therefore the Iout /Ii n ratio declines towards unity.
So far, only the wave field inside a waveguide has been considered. FDSs of the near-
field behind a waveguide channel with a cross-sectional area of 100 nm× 100 nm are
depicted in figure 1.4. For the simulations in (a-c) a sampling of 8 nm/px was chosen
in y- and z-direction and 10µm/px in x-direction (d).
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Figure 1.4: Simulations of the exit field intensity. Front view (y z-plane) of the near-field of a 100 × 100 nm2

sized channel at different x-positions of (a) 0µm, (b) 500µm and (c) 2000µm. Scale bars denote 0.1µm (a)
and 0.2µm (b,c), respectively. (d) Section through the wave field at y=0. All intensities are normalized to the
input intensity and plotted in logarithmic scaling.

The intensity distribution in the exit plane of the waveguide (a) reveals a roundish peak
located in the channel center. Outside the channel borders (marked by a black line) the
intensity decays rapidly. The radial symmetric peak broadens during propagation (b)
resulting in a pattern of concentric, ring-like maxima (c). In (d), a slice of the wave field
through the y = 0 plane clearly illustrates the divergence of the radiation of a few mrad
which is typical for waveguide channels. The far-field pattern is the Fourier transfor-
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mation of the intensity distribution in the exit plane and reveals a central maximum of
circular shape which is similar to (b). As a benefit for imaging applications, this cone
beam illumination entails an inherent magnification of an irradiated sample at the de-
tector position. Next, experimental results for straight channels are presented.
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Figure 1.5: Experimental results for straight waveguides. Far-field patterns for different channel
sizes of (a) 2750 nm × 81 nm, (b) 983 nm × 82 nm, (c) 491 nm × 83 nm, (d) 317 nm × 79 nm,
(e) 211 nm × 79 nm, (f) 153 nm × 73 nm, (g) 113 nm × 70 nm and (h) 82 nm × 67 nm.
The intensity is given in counts per second and plotted in logarithmic scaling. Scale bars denote
0.5 mm. The associated SEM micrographs are labeled by an index 2. Scale bars denote 0.2µm.
(i) Transmission T and depth h both as a function of width d.

Far-field patterns of waveguides with various exit sizes are depicted in figure 1.5(a1-h1),
the corresponding SEM micrographs are labeled with (a2-h2). The data was recorded
5.1 m behind the waveguide device by a Pilatus 300k (Dectris) detector at beamline
P10 [Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY, Hamburg)], at Eph = 7.9keV. The fre-
quency of the oscillations in the z-direction is lower than in the y-direction, since the
channels are stronger confined vertically. This multitude of modes is reduced with
decreasing channel size, resulting in an approximately square shaped channel with
an equated number of oscillations in both directions (h). In (i), the transmission T
(black squares) of the channels is calculated following to the procedure introduced in
chapter 4. The transmission decreases for very large and very small channels and ex-
hibits a maximum in between. The high statistical spread of the data is due to under-
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performing channels which are blocked inside. This notably applies for channels with
d < 1µm, since they are proportionally more affected by shrinking or even blocking of
the channels’ interior during the heating step of fabrication. Furthermore, channels of
small widths d are shallower than wider ones [see red triangles in (i)] [59, 60] scaling
up the sensitivity to channel closing. The correspondence between the channel depth
h and width d is particularly important for these small sized channels. The etch rate
K = h/t (etched depth h per time t ) decreases with increasing aspect ratio, meaning
that narrower structures are etched at a lower rate. Since the aspect ratio changes dur-
ing the reactive ion etching (RIE)-step, the etching rate inherently changes during the
etching process. This interdependency between the aspect ratio a and the etch rate K
(RIE-lag) is attributed to microscopic transport effects within an etched feature [61].
When the length scale of a channel is comparable to - or even smaller than - the mean
free path of the particles, their interaction with the channel borders gains importance
(Knudsen-transport). Hence, for small channel widths, the flow of etching species to
the bottom and of gaseous etch products to the top of the feature is impeded. There-
fore the molecules are not only scattered diffusely from the sidewall, but additionally
from other particles. However, the first process is predominating [62].

Figure 1.6: Limitation of the channel dimension. (a) Conceptual schematic of the evolution of the depth h,
of a single silicon trench (channel) as a function of time t . (b) The corresponding apparent etch rate vs aspect
ratio curve. Images and caption are reproduced from [59] with adaptions of the nomenclature. (c) The data set
presented in Fig. 1.5(i) of this thesis, in a representation according to (b). As a guide to the eye the data points
are connected.

The etch process for a single channel is depicted in Fig. 1.6(a). Since both the supply
of etchants and the removal of etching products is diminished for the progressing pro-
cess, the etching depth h first strongly increases and then gently converges to a certain
value (markers 4 and 5); this is equivalently described by the etch rate K decreasing
for higher aspect ratios (b). Though (a,b) refer to the etching process of a single chan-
nel, these considerations also apply for channels with different width and a constant
etching time [60]. Therefore the data in (c) exhibits the same behavior as in (b), es-
pecially also revealing a limit for the aspect ratio. Although the RIE-lag is extensively
documented for deep plasma etching (a,b), the same mechanisms also affect channels
on length scales considered in this work [61].
For a reduced gas pressure the RIE-lag is improved [63], while the etch rate remains
constant for changes of the gas pressure up to ±20% [64]. However, the limitation to
an aspect ratio of a ≈ 1.1 may even be advantageous for waveguide fabrication, leading
to square shaped channels entailing a symmetrical mode structure.
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The optical performance of waveguide channels is limited by real structure effects,
namely roughness on the channel walls [65]. On the nano-scale, these defective struc-
tures also occur during an optimized fabrication process (particularly in the etching
step), while waviness on the micron-scale is attributed to imperfections in the litho-
graphy step. To a large extent, the first type of roughness is smoothed out by diffusion
on the channel surface throughout the high temperature bonding.
Deduced from the findings within this section, there are two different approaches to
fabricate "ideal" waveguide channels, supplying a well defined and simultaneously low
number of high-intensity modes. At first, channels with a small cross-sectional area in-
stantly provide an exit field consisting of only a few modes. However, the damping - es-
pecially pronounced for narrow channels - results in a low intensity. Since a sufficient
blocking of the primary beam is required, the channel length cannot be chosen arbi-
trarily short to reduce the damping. Alternatively, a material with a higher absorption
efficiency can be utilized to facilitate short waveguides (see section 7). Secondly, longer
channels with larger cross-sectional areas may even take advantage of the damping of
higher modes during propagating in the channel, resulting also in a low number of
modes. Here, an enhanced length is disadvantageous due to the increased interaction
of the radiation with real-structure effects. For both approaches smooth waveguide
channels are required to achieve intense and symmetric exit fields, since the shape of
the intensity distribution inside the channel is significantly affected by sidewall rough-
ness [66]. This challenging fabrication is detailed in section 3.

1.2.2 Gratings

An array of straight waveguides increases the complexity of the wave field inside and
outside the channels, offering a structured illumination well suited for reconstruction
algorithms.
The FDSs in figure 1.7 depict an array of eleven parallel waveguide channels, each with
a width of d = 100nm, in different spacings S. For the simulations identical parameters
- for sampling and box sizes - as for single channels were used. In any single guiding
channel the wave field is replicated after a certain propagation distance. This longitu-
dinal periodicity is quantified by the inner Talbot-length [see (d)] [67]

LT I

2
= (2de )2

λ
(1.9)

where de is the effective channel width, comprised of the channel width d measured
by an SEM tool and the penetration depth dp [68], such that de = d + 2 ·dp [69]. For
Eph = 7.9keV, the penetration depth3 dp = λ/(2πθc ) is 6.3nm. Every n · LT I /2 (with
n ∈ 2N) interval, the intensity pattern is replicated inside the channel, resulting in
81µm for the first self-imaging distance. From a line profile through z = 0, a value
of 83µm is found to be in good agreement with the theoretical prediction [see (d)]. A
representative analysis is carried out on the topmost and central channel.

3 Derived from the general expression dp = λ

2π
√

sin2θc−sin2θ
for a beam parallel to the optical axis (θ = 0◦).
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Figure 1.7: Guiding properties of 2D waveguide gratings. FDSs of arrays of 11 parallel
channels each with a diameter of 100 nm and different spacings S of (a) 10 nm, (b) 20 nm,
(c) 30 nm, (d) 50 nm and (e) 100 nm. Intensity profiles in x-direction are plotted in magenta, while the
upper one belongs to the topmost channel (dashed) and the second one refers to the central channel of the
array (dotted). The phases are depicted for the whole structure in (a) and for the 3 bottommost channels in
(e), all in units of radian. (f) The Iout /Ii n ratio as a function of the channel spacing S. All intensities are
normalized to the input intensity.

Although the replicated intensity pattern is originally a single-channel phenomenon,
for a grating with a small spacing of S = 10nm (a), the profiles from the two compared
channels significantly differ in amplitude and shape. The field of the central chan-
nel deviates from an undisturbed channel, shown in (e) where the number of replica-
tions is reduced. This modification corresponds to the deviation in the phase of the
outermost channels, were the phase is "lagging behind", referring to the central chan-
nel. This is visualized by black dotted lines, connecting the same phase values [com-
pare (a) and (e)]. In (e) the absolute value of the phase change along the channel is
≈ 2.5·π , while in (a) this value is not accomplished for neither of the channels. Further-
more, central channels are apparently less affected by unsymmetrical intensity distri-
butions than the outer ones [see (a)-(e)], indicating that the observed phenomenon is
attributed to overlapping fields of the neighboring channels. With increasing spacing
S the impact of overlapping fields decreases (b-c). For S ≥ d/2 the field is similar to the
single channel case (d), such that the cross talk between the channels is not dominat-
ing the wave field anymore.
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Without any spacing (S = 0 nm), the Iout /Ii n ratio corresponds to a 1100 nm wide chan-
nel. As noticed for the phase, the propagation is disturbed by the cross talk, such that
the exit intensity reveals a minimum for the smallest spacing S = 10 nm [see (f)], which
is also evident due to the decreased amplitudes of the profiles. When the impact of
the neighboring channels decreases with increasing spacing, the intensity converges
to the value of a single straight d = 100 nm wide channel [compare Fig. 1.3(h)].
Analogously to the replications of the wave field inside the channel, a noticeable fea-
ture can be observed in the near-fields of Fig. 1.7(c-e). The field distribution of the
exit plane is also replicated after a certain propagation distance, in this case as a func-
tion of the distance D between two neighboring channel centers. The relation between
channel width d , spacing S and distance D is: D = S+d . The position of the replicated
image is described by the outer Talbot-length LT O [see (c)], given by

LT O

2
= D2

λ
assuming that D À λ = 0.157nm. (1.10)

Likewise, the self-image is replicated after odd integer multiples of LT O . For a distance
of D = 30 nm the Talbot-length LT O is 215µm, which is found to be in good agreement
to the value of 213µm estimated from (c). Furthermore, the interference maximum
at LT O/2 = 108µm can is identified at a distance of 106µm as well. The interference
pattern of the monochromatically illuminated diffraction grating is shifted by d/2 in
z-direction, such that the maxima are located exactly between two channels, as ex-
pected [70] [see inset in (c)].
Waveguide gratings were experimentally characterized at the beamline BM20 [Euro-
pean Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, France)] at Eph = 11.5keV. At 3.5 m behind
the waveguide device, the far-field patterns were recorded by a Pilatus 100k detector
(Dectris).
In figure 1.8(a), the transmission T of different gratings is depicted. These channel ar-
rays form pairs with approximately the same widths d but two different spacings S;
here, the channels with smaller spacings are generally 5-10% wider. The transmission
of a grating is calculated in the same way as for single channels, namely by compar-
ing the transmitted to the incoming intensity. To estimate the latter, the ratio of beam
size and incoupling area has to be considered; for gratings this is equal to the sum of
the entrance areas of the 20 single channels. Taking this into account, the transmis-
sion for equally sized gratings is constant when S is enlarged, as expected for spac-
ings S > 100nm [see Fig. 1.7(f)]. The optical performance of 20 channels each with
d = 150nm [black circles in Fig. 1.8(a)] can hence be compared to a single channel of
a width d = 3µm that was located on the same waveguide device. The single chan-
nel revealed a transmission of T = 21% [see (b)], which is in good agreement to the
average value of T = 23%, estimated for the two gratings. Therefore, the grating ge-
ometry reveals equally good transmission properties, while additionally providing a
structured illumination for particular x-ray imaging applications. The expected trans-
mission value of T = 96% [see Fig.1.7(f)] is not reached due to losses of intensity, at-
tributed to scattering at real-structure effects or absorption.
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Figure 1.8: Experimental results for 2D waveguide gratings. (a) Transmission values of arrays of 20 chan-
nels with different spacings S and widths d of 1000 nm (green triangle), 600 nm (blue square), 200 nm (red
diamond) and 150 nm (black circle). (b) Transmission values as a function of the channel width d and the
length L: 1.5 mm (green triangle), 2.0 mm (red circle) and 2.2 mm (black square). (c-f) SEM micrographs of
the front side of gratings revealing severe degradation and defects. The channel gratings could not be used for
experiments. (g) Front side view on a fully functional grating. (h) Top view of an array. Scale bars denote
0.5µm.

In figure 1.8(b), the transmission for several devices with identically sized gratings
and single channels in different lengths of 1.5 mm (green triangle), 2.0 mm (red cir-
cle) and 2.2 mm (black square) are compared. As discussed above, a shortened optical
path length results in an enhanced performance, due to the reduced impact of real-
structure defects. The few exceptions from this general trend - marked with I-IV - are
attributed to damages in the respective structures (c-f). These grating are deformed
or the channels are not equally sized, both causing loss of intensity. The SEM inspec-
tion served to detect such severe flaws and to improve the fabrication, resulting in fully
functional channels, for instance (g) is the well performing version of (e). An example
for a grating with S = d is shown in (h). This SEM micrograph was taken during the
production process in the unbond state, giving an impression about the accuracy of
the fabrication technique, described in detail in chapters 2 and 3. The corresponding
far-field patterns are considered as representative examples in section 1.3.
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1.2.3 Tapered channels

The main advantage of tapered waveguides with respect to straight channels is an in-
creased intensity. While only a fractional amount of the incoming beam is transmitted
by the straight channel, an approximately ten times larger part can be funneled down
to the same exit size, hence resulting in an enhancement of the intensity by an order of
magnitude.
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Figure 1.9: Guiding properties of tapered waveguides. FDSs of tapered waveguides with different entrance
sizes A of (a) 0.5µm, (b) 1µm and (c) 2µm. (d) Channel with an entrance size of A = 2µm and an increased
length of `= 0.2 mm. (e) Confinement of the wave field in a tapered channel with an entrance size of A = 1µm.
(f) Illustration of loss mechanisms connected to the opening angle θ, using the example of an A = 1.5µm wide
channel. (g) The Iout /Ii n ratio as a function of entrance size A. All intensities are normalized to the input
intensity.

In figure 1.9, FDSs of tapered channels with an entrance size A up to 2µm are depicted
for a channel length of L = 1 mm (a-c), whereas parameters identical to straight chan-
nels were chosen. The incoming radiation impinges on the channel border at an angle
θ and is reflected (possibly several times) while propagating within the channel. This
way, the wave field is concentrated and the point of maximum intensity is no longer
located near the entrance at x = 0, but is shifted in positive x-direction towards the exit
side. At an entrance size slightly above 1µm (b), the focal spot of the tapered chan-
nel is positioned directly in the exit plane, resulting in a maximum Iout /Ii n ratio (g).
When the opening angle exceeds the value of θ = 0.03◦, the intensity at the channel
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exit decreases. In (e) and (f) this situation is illustrated graphically. For the channel
with A = 1µm (e), the confinement of the beam results in a focal spot in the exit plane.
This focus at x = L can either directly serve as a nano-sized x-ray source, or the beam
can be guided by another channel, as depicted here. For A = 1.5µm (f), only the inner
third (Aeff ≤ ± A/6 relative to the optical axis at z = 0) of the channel contributes to the
beam that is coupled into the straight channel behind the tapered region. When radia-
tion impinges at the region of the channel near the borders at ± A/2, the critical angle
θc = 0.227◦ is exceeded after a few reflections causing x-rays to enter the cladding [see
(c) and the inset in (f)]. The larger A becomes, the smaller is the inner part of the taper
that guides the field and with it the intensity of the exit field. Since this leakage occurs
near the exit side, most of the radiation propagating in the cladding is not fully ab-
sorbed and appears in the form of radial symmetric ring-like structures in the far-field
patterns [see Fig. 1.14-1.16, Chap. 5, Fig. S3 and also for straight channels Fig. 1.5 (g1

and h1)]. Although this radiation is attenuated, the disturbances in the far-field cannot
be neglected especially regarding their impact on the reconstruction of the field in the
exit plane of the waveguide.
Due to scattering processes, the focal spot is extended to an area, which is possibly
even divided into unconnected sections. However, a successful and reliable recon-
struction of the waveguide exit field (for example by the well known error reduction
algorithm [14]) requires a compactly supported and well defined radiation source. Fur-
thermore, the radiative modes carry an arbitrary phase distribution making the phase
retrieval a more challenging task. By adding a straight channel section of length ` at
the exit plane of the taper at x = L [see Fig. 1.9(d) and (e)], the scattered intensity is ab-
sorbed by the additional cladding. Associated with this channel extension, the damp-
ing and scattering of radiation due to surface imperfections have to be considered in
waveguide fabrication. Thus, on the one hand, the straight part needs to be as short as
possible; on the other hand, for a reasonable attenuation

(
T ≈ 10−7

)
, a sufficient length

is required, depending on the photon energy. Hence, a compromise has to be made by
choosing the length `, which is adapted to the specific experimental conditions.
Next, experimental results for tapered channels are presented (a detailed description
of the reconstruction procedure is given in section 1.3). The channel characterized in
figure 1.10 was tested at the P10 beamline at PETRA III, DESY, at Eph = 7.9keV. Exhibit-
ing a length of L = 0.8mm, the channel is narrowed down from 319 × 142 nm2 at the
entrance to 98 × 83 nm2 at the exit side. In accordance with the decreased width d , the
channel is shallower at the exit side [see 1.5(i)].
Apart from the very good agreement referring to the shape of the intensity pattern and
the small percentage deviation of 1 % between reconstruction and measured data, the
intensity values reconstructed at the gaps between the detector modules are an evi-
dence for a high reliability of the retrieved solution (see Fig. 1.10(a,b)). The inten-
sity distribution in the exit plane of the channel (c) exhibits a maximum in intensity
in a central left position, equipped with an approximately flat phase (d). The region
around the peak, marked with a dotted black line, is presented in an enlarged view in
(e). Profiles are extracted across the maximum and fitted with a Gaussian function,
yielding values of 23 × 24 nm2 (FWHM), hence facilitating a virtual point-source with
an intensity of I = 1.45 · 1010 cps corresponding to a transmission of T = 40 %, suit-
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able for high resolution x-ray imaging. Although the ring-like features arising from
scattered but only partially absorbed radiation are still visible, their intensity is consid-
erably reduced. Furthermore, neither higher focusing orders nor pronounced tails of
pre-focusing optics are apparent, which leads to achieving a low background signal.
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Figure 1.10: Characterization of a tapered channel with an exit size of d = 98 nm and h = 83 nm. (a) Meas-
urement and (b) reconstruction of the far-field pattern. Scale bars denote 50 mm. (c) Reconstructed amplitude
and (d) phaseΦ, with a white square marking the initial support. Scale bars denote 100 nm. (e) Enlarged view
of (c). (f) Horizontal and (g) vertical intensity profiles from (c) as black dots and Gaussian fits in gray, both
normalized to the maximum intensity of (c).
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1.2.4 Curved channels

Curved channels enable guiding x-ray beams around a bent, for example offering pre-
cisely delayed pulses or reference beam measurements.
Considering the theoretical background, the Helmholtz equation (1.4) can be rewritten
for the straight channel case, using Eq. (1.8):

∂2Ψ(z)

∂z2 + (
4πr0ρ(z)

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Ps

Ψ(z) = (
β2

d −k2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=M

Ψ(z) with ρ(z) =
{

0 for d ≥ z ≥ 0

ρSi else.

As stated above, the eigenvalues of waveguide modes correspond to the energy levels
of an electron trapped in a potential well of height Ps . For the simulation of curved
waveguides, two complementary strategies were pursued. Firstly, a "real" curvature
was realized by converting the straight trajectory of the index of refraction n(z) into a
curved line, such that n(x, z) and also ρ(x, z). Secondly, an "artificial" curvature was
implemented in a straight guiding layer, by modifying the value of n(z), adding an ad-
justed linear potential Pc [71, 72], defined by

∂2Ψ(z)

∂z2 +
(
4πr0ρ(z)− 2k2

R
z

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Pc

Ψ(z) = (
β2

d −k2)Ψ(z).

The curved waveguide is assumed to be a section of a circular arc with R being the
radius of curvature [see Fig. 1.11(e)], pointing in r -direction (unit vector er ).
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Figure 1.11: Guiding properties of curved waveguides. FDSs of d =100 nm wide, curved channels with dif-
ferent radii of curvature R of (a) 800 mm, (b) 200 mm, (c) 150 mm and (d) 100 mm. (e) The Iout /Ii n ratio as
a function of the curvature R. (f) FDSs of straight waveguide channels with d =100 nm, including the linear
gradient in the refractive index in z-direction. The gradient corresponds to R: 800 mm, 200 mm, 100 mm and
25 mm, from top to bottom. All intensities are normalized to the input intensity.
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The simulation parameters were chosen according to the straight channels, despite of
an enlarged box size of 10µm in the z-direction with a sampling rate of 1 nm/px. In fig-
ure 1.11 (a-d) curved channels with different radii R in the interval [800 mm, 200 mm,
150 mm, 100 mm] are depicted. The inlays illustrate the corresponding potential Pc

steepening with decreasing curvature R. At first, the channel geometry corresponds to
a straight waveguide, also in terms of intensity. When R is decreased, the modes are
shifted towards the outer region of the channel (r > R), responding to the minimum
in potential [see enlarged view in (b)]. This behavior is well known from whispering
gallery modes [73, 74]. At even lower curvatures, only a small amount of the radiation
that was coupled into the waveguide in the first place is guided through the device by
the channel; the main part is absorbed in the cladding. Finally, the field is exclusively
propagating in the cladding. This leaking process is displayed in the enlarged view in
(c). In (e) the Iout /Ii n ratio is plotted as a function of R, showing the transition be-
tween the guided modes and the evanescent field. Note that the steep incline is not
attributed to the actual loss mechanism, but is a numerical artifact. The simulations
were performed using the paraxial wave equation, offering a limited applicability in
calculating the internal field within a waveguide, since this approximation is only valid
for slight changes of the direction of the radiation. For the curvatures depicted here
this requirement is no longer fulfilled. Therefore, the loss of the guided modes seems
to arise suddenly while in reality this continuous process is characterized by a smooth
transition. For this reason the illustrations in figure 1.11(a-d) are adequate to describe
the propagation of a field in a curved channel just within certain limits.4

This issue is circumvented by implementing the potential Pc in the simulations (f).
The index of refraction n of the guiding layer (vacuum) is modified by adding a li-
near gradient in z-direction in the order of 105, corresponding to curvatures 800 mm≥
R ≥ 25 mm. According to the positive r -direction for curved channels, the field dis-
tribution and especially the regions containing high intensity are notably displaced
towards positive z-direction. As mentioned above, the field can be guided at much
smaller curvatures; actually channels with radii as small as R < 3.5mm still show a
waveguiding effect. This is exemplarily depicted in the appendix together with a tem-
plate for the simulations.
At beamline ID01, ESRF at Eph = 8keV, channels with a length of L = 850µm and curva-
tures of 700 mm≥ R ≥ 200 mm were tested. The channels revealed sizes of (a) 212 nm
× 127 nm, (b) 65 nm × 60 nm, (c) 132 nm× 114 nm, (d) 114 nm× 127 nm and (e) 109 nm
× 109 nm (d × h). In figure 1.12(a-e), far-field patterns are displayed, recorded by a
Maxipix detector (ESRF) at a distance of 1 m behind the waveguide device. The pri-
mary beam appears as a bright spot at a fixed position near the bottom. The intensity
patterns exhibiting the typical waveguide shape (compare to figure 1.5), were recorded
for channels down to R = 200mm, which corresponds to a deflection up to 0.6◦. In (e),
the arrow indicates the theoretical deflection, which is found to be in good agreement
with the center of the waveguide pattern. In addition to the mechanisms described
above, the intensity decreases even more with R, since the length of the channel is in-
creased and therefore also the impact of real-structure defects, such as roughness on

4 In Appendix B a new implementation with a rotating coordinate system is depicted, solving this problem.
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different length scales, leading to an enhanced scattering at the boundaries [66]. The
curvature R of a certain channel was calculated from its entrance and exit positions
in z-direction, relative to the edge of the waveguide device [see Fig. 1.11(c,e)] and the
length of the device L, using the expression R = (4∆z2 +L2)/(8∆z) [75].
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Figure 1.12: Experimental results for curved waveguides. Recorded far-field patterns of waveguide channels
with curvatures R of (a) 700 mm, (b) 600 mm, (c) 500 mm, (d) 400 mm and (e) 200 mm. The theoretical de-
flection, is exemplarily depicted in (e), marked by an arrow. Scale bars denote 2 mm, intensities are given in
counts per second.

1.2.5 Beamsplitters

Splitting one x-ray beam into two sub-beams allows using waveguides as advanced opti-
cal tools, for example as interferometers or for off-axis holography with coherent beams.
In this section, waveguides in a beam-splitting geometry are characterized by FDSs,
while experimental results are presented in chapter 6. For the FDSs, the same para-
meters as for straight channels were chosen, except for the z-direction, where 15 ·103

pixels cover 15µm. Figure 1.13 shows a single waveguide channel with a width of
d = 200 nm that is split into two channels, each with a width of d = 100 nm. Con-
trarily to straight structures, the field distribution inside any of the split channels re-
veals a mirror-symmetry referring to the axis along the channels center - marked by
dashed lines in the insets in (a) and (b). Furthermore, the regions of high intensity
exhibit an alternating movement from the left to the right channel border in the di-
rection of the channel axis; this is illustrated with a solid, magenta line in (e). Starting
with α = 0◦, the channel geometry corresponds to a d = 200 nm wide straight wave-
guide, which applies also for the Iout /Ii n ratio [compare Fig. 1.3(i) and 1.13(f)]. For
small opening angles α > 0◦ the two channels are separated and the intensity ratio is
equal to the value for a straight channel with a width of d = 100 nm. While increas-
ing the angle further (b-e), the intensity of the exit field decreases continuously. This
is not only attributed to losses at the point where the input-channel is split, but also
to the increased absorption due to the enlarged optical path length. When the critical
angle θc is exceeded (α > 0.227◦), the radiation is no longer reflected at the channel
boundaries, but propagates in the cladding; as discussed in section 1.2.3. Therefore
the Iout /Ii n ratio drops to zero.
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Figure 1.13: Guiding properties of a waveguide beamsplitter. FDSs for different opening angles α of (a)
2.5 mdeg, (b) 5 mdeg, (c) 15 mdeg, (d) 30 mdeg and (e) 60 mdeg. (f) The Iout /Ii n ratio as a function of the
opening angle α. All intensities are normalized to the input intensity.

1.3 Probe reconstruction

Waveguides serve as quasi point-sources for x-rays, since the wave field is highly con-
fined in two dimensions. Due to this property, they are well suited for high resolution
far-field x-ray imaging.
In order to reconstruct the near-field intensity distribution from the recorded far-field,
the error reduction (ER) algorithm [14] is used. An iterative loop of discrete Fourier
back and forth transformations (DFT and inverse DFT, respectively) between the exit-
plane of the waveguide chip and the detector is used to retrieve the original illumi-
nation from the measured far-field data, while two constraints are applied on the re-
constructed wave field. At first, the field at the waveguide exit has to be limited to a
predefined area (support constraint). The size of this area (support) is estimated from
SEM micrographs of the channels exit and then enlarged by 5 nm in each direction,
corresponding to the penetration depth dp = 6.3nm (see section 1.2.1). Secondly, the
reconstructed amplitudes in the detector plane are adapted to the measured intensi-
ties (magnitude constraint).
For each data set, 1000 iterations were performed to ensure a sufficient convergence
of the reconstruction. This is evidenced by a constant percentage deviation (< 2%),
calculated by comparing the measured intensity distribution to the reconstructed far-
field pattern. In the last iteration step the support constraint was modified using the
shrink wrap procedure [76]. In this way, the support is not limited to the initial condi-
tion/area; namely all regions carrying more than 5% of the maximum intensity are in-
cluded. Hence, non-negligible intensity values may be reconstructed in areas exceed-
ing the initial support, marked with white squares. This relaxation of the constraint is
performed to check the plausibility of the reconstructed near-field, especially whether
the support is divided into disconnected areas.
In this section, reconstructions for several straight channels and a grating are pre-
sented. Examples for waveguides in tapered and beam splitting geometry can be found
in chapters 4 and 6, respectively.
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Figure 1.14: Characterization of a d = 113 nm wide and h = 80 nm deep channel. (a) Measurement and (b)
reconstruction of the far-field pattern. Scale bars denote 10 mm. (c) Reconstructed amplitude and (d) phase
Φ, with a white square marking the initial support. (e) FDSs of the wave field near the channel exit, in side
view (top) and as a slice through the exit plane (bottom). All horizontal scale bars denote 50 nm, for (e, top)
a vertical scale bar of 10µm is added. (f) Horizontal and (g) vertical intensity profiles from (c) in gray and (e,
bottom) in black, both normalized to the maximum intensity of the corresponding image.
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Figure 1.15: Characterization of a d = 82 nm wide and h = 67 nm deep channel. (a) Measurement and (b)
reconstruction of the far-field pattern. Scale bars denote 10 mm. (c) Reconstructed amplitude with overlaid
SEM micrograph and (d) phase Φ, with a white square marking the initial support. (e) FDSs of the wave field
near the channel exit, in side view (top) and as a slice through the exit plane (bottom). All horizontal scale bars
denote 50 nm, for (e, top) a vertical scale bar of 10µm is added. (f) Horizontal and (g) vertical intensity profiles
from (c) in gray and (e, bottom) in black, both normalized to the maximum intensity of the corresponding
image. White arrows in (c) and (d) mark a phase vortex.
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Figure 1.16: Characterization of a d = 43 nm wide and h = 45 nm deep channel. (a) Measurement and (b)
reconstruction of the far-field pattern. Scale bars denote 10 mm. (c) Reconstructed amplitude and (d) phase
Φ, with a white square marking the initial support. (e) FDSs of the wave field near the channel exit, in side
view (top) and as a slice through the exit plane (bottom). All horizontal scale bars denote 50 nm, for (e, top)
a vertical scale bar of 10µm is added. (f) Horizontal and (g) vertical intensity profiles from (c) in gray and (e,
bottom) in black, both normalized to the maximum intensity of the corresponding image.
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At the P10 beamline at PETRA III, DESY, measurements on L = 5.2mm long, straight
channels [see Fig. 1.14-1.16(a)] were performed at Eph = 13.8keV. The x-ray beam was
focused by a pair of Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors to a spot size of 170 × 390 nm, re-
vealing an intensity of I0 = 1.5 · 1011 cps. The far-fields were recorded by a Pilatus 300k
(Dectris) detector at 5.1 m behind the waveguide device. The roundish cutouts in the
top right corner in the far-field patterns are caused by an aperture in the optical path,
which is part of an on-axis light microscope, utilized to pre-align the waveguide de-
vice. The intensities of the measured (a) and reconstructed far- and near-fields [(b)
and (c), respectively] are given in counts per seconds; all depicted in logarithmic scal-
ing. Additional FDSs (e) were performed and compared to the reconstruction; here the
intensities are normalized to the input intensity I0 and the sampling is 1 px/nm in z-
and y-direction and 1 px/µm in x-direction.
For all channels, a noticeable maximum intensity of circular shape is observed in the
recorded far-fields. The radius of Rscat ter ≈ 26mm [see Fig. 1.16(a)] corresponds to
radiation, deflected at an angle of 0.292◦, calculated for a distance of 5.1 m between
waveguide device and detector. As expected from Eq. (1.1), waves impinging on the
channel boundaries, parallel to the optical axis (θ1 = 0◦) are deflected at the critical
angle θc = 0.226◦. Here, this effect is more pronounced than at shorter channels -
for example with a length of L = 1mm (see Fig. 1.5) - since the channel surface is
increased, where the radiation is scattered. From the visual impression the recon-
structed far-fields (b) are in good agreement with the recorded data (a), especially in
view of the shape of the intensity distribution in the central regions of the patterns,
which are attributed to the waveguide channel. A minor significance is assigned to the
ring-like features, originating from scattering processes (discussed in section 1.2.3).
Hence, the percentage deviations are very small: 1.3% for Fig.1.14, 1.2% for Fig.1.15
and 1.5% for Fig.1.16. The corresponding transmission values are T = 0.7%, T = 0.5%
and T = 0.02%, estimated using the procedure in chapter 4. Concerning the intensity
of far-field pattern, the lack of magnitude is compensated by the homogeneity of the
intensity distribution and the flat phase - especially for the smallest channel in Fig.
1.16 - enabling coherent x-ray imaging.
As mentioned above, the complexity of the (mode) structure of the intensity distri-
bution in the far-field patterns decreases with width d . This development is even
enhanced, since the depth h is also decreased as the channels become thinner (see
Fig.1.5). The same tendency is apparent in the reconstructions in Fig.1.14-1.16(c) and
FDSs (e) of the near-fields. For a quantitative analysis, intensity profiles for the recon-
structed (gray) and simulated (black) near-fields are compared. These profiles are cal-
culated by summing up all one-dimensional intensity profile lines parallel to the con-
cerned direction, subsequently normalizing them to the maximum of this sum5. For
the widest channel in Fig.1.14 the near-field intensity distribution is bow-tie shaped (e,
bottom). The intensity profile of the reconstruction (c) matches the simulated profile
quite well [see (f)], whereas deviations in this order can easily arise, since micron-sized
shifts in x-direction cause noticeable changes in the shape of the intensity distribution
[see (e, top)]. The horizontal profiles in (f) of the smaller channels (Fig. 1.15 and 1.16)

5 For example, in the case of a horizontal profile, single profile lines for constant values of y are summed up
in the whole range of z.
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are in good agreement with the simulations as well. Considering the vertical profiles
in (g) the reconstructed curves are generally broader and their center is shifted. The
enhanced width is attributed to the usage of a support, which is larger than the chan-
nel size incorporated in the simulation, accounting for the penetration depth dp . The
size of the support (white square) relative to the actual channel is shown by an overlaid
SEM micrograph in figure 1.15(c) and (d). Indeed, areas of the reconstructed inten-
sity even exceed the initial support. There the intensity accounts only a few percent of
the maximum value and is attributed to scattering processes inside the channels. The
radiation leaking into the cladding near the channel exit is not fully absorbed and con-
tributes to the far-field pattern. Although the support was less restricted in the shrink
wrap step, the field in the exit plane is nevertheless of reasonable size underlining the
reliability of the reconstruction.
Owing to the invariance of the Fourier transform to lateral shifts, the solution for the
far-field remains unchanged when the near-field intensity distribution is shifted in z-
direction. For this reason, the shifts in (g) can be neglected. The phases vary over the
cross-sectional area of the channel, but are almost constant at regions of high intensity
[compare (c) and (d)]. As an exception, a phase discontinuity is found in Fig. 1.15. A
phase vortex is identified in the lower left corner of the channel (d), marked by an ar-
row (see also section 6). This is evidenced by the observation of the related minimum
in intensity6 (c). Next, the field exiting a waveguide grating is reconstructed.
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Figure 1.17: Characterization of a waveguide grating. (a) Measurement and (b) reconstruction of the far-
field pattern. In (a) the primary beam in the middle of the diffraction pattern is masked out by a white square.
Scale bars denote 5 mm. Reconstructed (c) intensity and (d) phase in the exit plane, with a white squares
marking the initial support. Scale bars denote 0.5 mm.

6 The intensity does not drop to zero, because the sampling is not sufficient to resolve the point-sized vortex
core.
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The measurement shown in figure 1.17(a) was performed at the BM20 beamline, ESRF
at Eph = 11.5keV (λ = 0.107 nm). The far-field was recorded by a Pilatus 100k (Dec-
tris) detector at a distance of 3.5 m behind the waveguide device. The x-ray focus re-
vealed an elliptical shape with a size of 120µm × 70µm, illuminating all channels sim-
ultaneously. The signal-to-noise ratio is inferior to the measurements in Fig. (1.14-
1.16), due to the pronounced over exposure as well as the comparably low intensity of
I0 = 2 · 1011 cps, typical for bending magnets which shapes the x-ray beam behind the
source. The radiation was filtered by a Si(111) double crystal monochromator and than
focused by a toroidal mirror (Si/Rh) at a distance G of about 20 m from the waveguide
device [77]. The spacial coherence ξ can be calculated by [78]

ξi = λ ·G
bi

with i = y, z and beam size = by ·bz . (1.11)

For the given parameters, and a beam size of approximately 12.2 mm × 1.2 mm at the
mirror position, the coherence lengths are ξy = 0.2µm and ξz = 1.8µm. Compared to
the structure size of 6µm × 0.134µm, a coherent illumination is only provided for the
central channels.
The measured intensities in the far-field exhibit an interference pattern with vertically
oriented fringes, evidencing that the waveguide consists of more than one horizontally
arranged channel. Here, an array of 19 channels of L = 2.2mm length, each with a size
of 201 nm ×134 nm and a spacing of S = 95nm [for definition of S see Fig. 1.7(f)] was
tested. The transmission of the grating amounts to T = 21%. Regarding the limited
field of view in the object plane, only eight of the nineteen channels are covered by
the detector. When the number of the channels in the exit plane is reduced, the inter-
ference fringes in the far-field appear less sharp, however, maintaining their spacing.
For this reason, using a minor number of channels for the ER algorithm, nevertheless
yields to valuable results. The near-field intensity (c) inside the square shaped (red col-
ored) regions is significantly larger than in the surrounding area, exceeding the size of
the initial support [white boxes in (d)]. As mentioned above, this is attributed to scat-
tering processes inside the channels, while again the reliability of the reconstruction
is evidenced by reasonable lateral dimensions of the reconstructed intensity distribu-
tion.
The phase varies continuously over each channel (d), while exhibiting similar values
only for the two central channels due to the limited coherence. Furthermore, they re-
veal neither discontinuities nor high frequency oscillations, thus validating the recon-
struction. Its accuracy is also evidenced by the small percentage deviation of 1.7%, cal-
culated by comparing the reconstructed and recorded far-fields. A white square in the
center of the measured data masks out the primary beam. This region is not affected
by the magnitude constraint, thus allowing the ER algorithm to find an appropriate
solution fitting to the measured data.
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1.4 Characterization of x-ray beams

Besides providing a filtered quasi point-source, waveguides can be used to character-
ize the incoming beam precisely. Since channels for imaging applications are typically
smaller than 100 nm ×100 nm, they facilitate a direct measurement of the larger beam.
Lateral scans in y- and z-direction do not only give an upper limit of the size in the cor-
responding direction, but rather enable the determination of the intensity distribution
within the beam. While the waveguide is scanned across the beam, the transmitted
intensity is recorded at every position, revealing a microscopic image of the beam.

Storage Ring         Undulator                      Si (111)                                    KB-mirrors                         WG                          
                                                               Monochromator                                                                     chip.

        Be                                           Si                   
 Transfocator                               nCRLs                Detector

0                                                   29.9                  31.5                  92                          93                95

x-ray beam

WG chip

detector

translations

z

y

x

Figure 1.18: Measurement setup at beamline ID11 at the ESRF. On the left, the path of the x-rays is traced
back from the waveguide chip to the storage ring, showing optical elements significantly involved in shaping
the beam. The right part is an enlarged view on the waveguide chip, illustrating the measuring process. Note
that this diagram is not to scale.

In figure 1.18 the measurement setup at beamline ID11 (ESRF) is depicted [79]. The
beam (Eph = 18 keV) exits the storage ring, passes the undulator and is filtered by a
Si(111) double crystal monochromator and then pre-focused by an in-vacuum beryl-
lium transfocator at a distance of about 30 m [80]. At 92 m behind the storage ring, a
pair of KB-mirrors and 80 Silicon nano-CRLs each with a radius of 75µm confine the
beam to its final size. The waveguide chip is positioned in the focal spot of the lenses
using motorized stages for aligning in three translational and two rotational degrees of
freedom.
At 1 m behind the waveguide device the far-field pattern is recorded by a Frelon 4M
Detector (ESRF). The data presented in figure 1.19 was recorded using a 21 mm long
waveguide channel with an exit size of 96 nm × 89 nm, which was scanned across the
beam. The total intensity at each scan point is depicted in (a), revealing that the beam
consist of two sub-beams with a lateral distance of approximately 5µm. In the sur-
face plot [inset in (a)] a three dimensional view of the intensity profile of the beam is
shown. Gaussian fits to profiles through the maxima of the beams (c-e) yield values
of 1.2µm (p1), 1.1µm (p2) and 5.5µm and 5.0µm (p3) for the full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM), as expectable for the CRLs [81]. In (b) a scan in pz -direction is depicted,
while the py position was chosen randomly, as it is typical during the early stages in the
alignment process. Even though the number of data points is lower, two maxima can
clearly be identified, which differ in heights and shapes (FWHM: 3.1µm and 7.8µm).
Since the beam is tilted by 6◦ around the optical axis, the relation between this two
maxima is sensitive to the exact py scanning position. Hence, there are py positions
where just a single peak is observed in the scan. Assuming this peak to be the absolute
maximum, the second peak may be overlooked.
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Figure 1.19: Determining the beam properties with waveguides. (a) Overview scan of the beam with 58 × 100
images (horiz. × vert.) and a surface plot of the same data set in the lower left corner. Note the different axis
sizing. (b) Intensity profile along the pz -direction crossing the beam at a random py -position. (c)-(e) Intensity
profiles (gray dots) extracted from (a) through the axes of symmetry along the dashed lines according to the
letters and the corresponding Gaussian fits (black line). For all scans a counting time of 1 s was chosen. All
intensities are normalized to the maximum intensity and plotted in logarithmic scaling.

In combination with the scanning method depicted in (a), waveguides can be utilized
to get direct access to the shape and the intensity distribution of the beam, helping to
identify the spot in the incoming field which is most suitable for the measurements.
The photon guiding channels enable for monitoring the intensity distribution of the
beam while the optical elements for manipulating or focusing are adjusted. This makes
waveguides a powerful tool for a precise beamline alignment procedure.
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We report on the fabrication and characterization of hard x-ray waveguide channels manufactured

by e-beam lithography, reactive ion etching and wafer bonding. The guiding layer consists of air or

vacuum and the cladding material of silicon, which is favorable in view of minimizing absorption

losses. The specifications for waveguide channels which have to be met in the hard x-ray range to

achieve a suitable beam confinement in two orthogonal directions are extremely demanding. First,

high aspect ratios up to 106 have to be achieved between lateral structure size and length of the

guides. Second, the channels have to be deeply embedded in material to warrant the guiding of the

desired modes while absorbing all other (radiative) modes in the cladding material. We give a

detailed report on device fabrication with the respective protocols and parameter optimization, the

inspection and the optical characterization. VC 2014 Author(s). All article content, except where
otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4881495]

I. INTRODUCTION

Hard x-ray nanobeams with cross sections in the range

of d’ 10–100 nm enable novel nanoscale analytic techni-

ques, adding nanoscale real space resolution to x-ray spec-

troscopy and diffraction, and enabling novel variants of

coherent imaging and holography. A variety of optical ele-

ments can be used to generate x-ray nanobeams, such as

Fresnel zone plates,1–4 multilayer Laue lenses,5 multilayer

zone plates,6 compound refractive lenses,7–9 curved mirrors

(e.g., in Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) geometry10,11), or x-ray

waveguides,12–17 as well as combinations of these ele-

ments.6,18,19 The different optical elements impose signifi-

cant challenges for nanostructuring and metrology, and

progress in this field is often limited by the corresponding

bottlenecks in fabrication. This is particularly the case for

x-ray waveguides (WG), which deliver coherence filtered

x-ray radiation with nanoscale dimensions in one spatial

(1DWG)12–17,20,21 or two spatial dimensions (2DWG).22–24

Depending on the materials employed for the guiding

and cladding layers, waveguides are capable to deliver

beams of about 10 nm in cross section,25 comparable to the

record values achieved by other types of focusing optics.6,26

By tailoring the coherence properties and cross section of

x-ray beams, waveguides can extend the function of macro-

scopic slits and pinholes of conventional x-ray experiments

to x-ray nanobeam optics. In particular, in the monomodal

regime they also enable the control of the wavefront phase

highly desirable for coherent x-ray imaging and

holography.24,27–29 To block the multi-keV photon energy

beam in the cladding material, rather long channels are

needed with aspect ratios in the range of 104–106, depending

on the photon energy E and cross section d.

X-ray propagation in waveguide channels has been stu-

died both analytically30–32 and by finite difference (FD)

simulations,17,32–34 including generalizations to more com-

plex structures and effects including both thickness varia-

tions and roughness,35,36 which illustrate the challenges

associated with fabrication.

In particular, the extreme aspect ratios required for x-ray

waveguides impose tremendous challenges in fabrication.

Note that one-dimensional beam confinement can be easily

achieved by planar waveguides (1DWG) fabricated by thin

film deposition,37 but is only of limited use. The vast majority

of applications, in particular holographic imaging, requires

two-dimensional waveguides (2DWG), as first demonstrated

by Pfeiffer et al.,22 however, with impractically low efficien-

cies, or at the expense of an inherent astigmatism in the case of

planar waveguides in crossed geometry.37 When replacing the

coupling geometry and combining the waveguides with high

gain pre-focusing KB mirrors, the waveguide exit flux was

increased to Iwg ’ O(106) photons per second,23,24 which is

still too low for most imaging applications, e.g., holography

experiments. In earlier approaches, the waveguide channels

consisted of polymer stripes defined by e-beam lithography

and coated with a silicon cladding.23,24 Ideally, however,

waveguide channels should be empty (air, vacuum), since a

solid core material leads to unnecessary absorption, unwanted

phase front modulations based on density variations, and in the

case of polymer channels also drifts resulting from beam dam-

age in the core material. To overcome these problems, a novel

fabrication scheme based on dry etching of channels into sili-

con wafers has been reported previously,38,39 using an etch

mask defined by e-beam lithography, removal of the mask and

subsequent capping by a second wafer bonded on top of the

first. However, only lm-sized cross sections were achieved in

both directions. Only recently, this fabrication approach was

optimized and refined to achieve control over both interfacea)Electronic mail: tsaldit@gwdg.de
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quality and channel dimensions in the relevant sub-100 nm

range. In fact, first x-ray imaging results obtained with such a

channel have been presented,18 without giving the details and

refinements of the fabrication process, which is the scope of

the present paper. Here, we give the first report on the fabrica-

tion of wafer-bonded 2DWG channels in the relevant

sub-100 nm range, addressing the detailed steps and protocols

as well as including the most recent optimizations which result

in a waveguide exit flux of Iwg ’ O(108) ph/s, as measured at

the P10 beamline of the PETRA III storage ring of DESY for a

recently fabricated waveguide channel presented here.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS: FABRICATION

Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic representation of the wave-

guide fabrication steps. An electron beam resist spin-coated

on a silicon wafer is structured by electron beam lithography,

providing an etching mask. The structure is transferred into

the substrate by reactive ion etching (RIE). Subsequently,

the mask is removed and a second wafer is attached by

hydrophilic wafer bonding40 under cleanroom conditions. As

a substrate, one-sided polished 1000 6 25 lm thick 4 in.

(100) Si-Wafers (silchem) have been used. The fabrication

steps have been carried out at varied parameters, as pre-

sented in Table I. In the following, we describe the process

based on the parameters of protocol I, given as an example.

We will refer to the parameters of the other protocols where

appropriate. The poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) e-beam

resist “A2” (MicroChem) was spincoated onto the substrate

at 2000 revolutions per minute (rpm), providing a 100 nm

layer of positive e-beam resist. The resist was exposed with

the lithographic pattern of parallel channels, as depicted in

Fig. 4(b). The exposure was performed by a Raith e_LiNE li-

thography system using the Fixed Beam Moving Stage

(FBMS) exposure mode, moving an interferometric laser

stage below a stationary electron beam, thus avoiding the

necessity of write-field stitching. Note that only this

approach enables for the production of high aspect ratio

waveguide channels in the first place, as the mismatch from

write-field stitching typically exceeds the waveguide channel

dimension. The structures were developed in a 1:3 mixture

of methylisobutylketone (MIBK): isopropanol (IPA), with a

typical volume of 80 ml, to which 1.6 ml of distilled water

was added. The samples were kept in the developer for 30 s

at a temperature of 10 �C, followed by 30 s in IPA at room

temperature, serving as a stopper.41 Subsequently, the sam-

ple was rinsed in a nitrogen gas flow. The structure was

transferred into the substrate by reactive ion etching

(Plasmalab System 100, Oxford Instruments Plasma

Technologies), applying a 40 sccm CHF3 and 10 sccm SF6

gas flow at a power of 100 W for 48 s at room temperature,

or a variation of this recipe. Alternatively, a mixture of SF6

and CF4 can be used, yielding results of comparable quality

both in etching depth and profile. Part of the wafer area was

covered by an additional aluminum foil mask in order to

increase the etching rate and to assure uniformity, yielding

etching depths of 30–80 nm, depending on the protocol. The

subsequent mask removal involved a 20 min acetone bath at

50 �C, a distilled water, IPA and dry nitrogen rinse, followed

by a 20 min IPA bath at 50 �C and a final nitrogen rinse. In

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of waveguide proc-

essing sequence: resist deposition,

e-beam exposure, reactive ion etching,

mask removal, and finally wafer bond-

ing. (b) Schematic of air-filled channel

capped by a top wafer bonded to the

substrate. ((c)–(e)) SEM micrographs

of waveguide channel entrances, with

(d) comparable to the waveguide used

for Fig. 5. (f) Photograph of waveguide

chip as cut by the wafer dicing

machine.

TABLE I. Fabrication parameters, according to the different protocols

(I–IV) evolving from iterations in fabrication and characterization: spincoat-

ing velocity, etching gas composition and etching time, cleaning procedure

before bonding, annealing temperature, and time. All other parameters were

kept constant. In addition, the channel depth evaluated after dicing from

SEM micrographs is shown.

Coating

(rpm)

SF6:CHF3

(sccm) Cleaning Bonding

Channel

depth (nm)

I 2000 14:35 (30 s) O2 (30 min) 1050 �C (4 h) 24

II 2000 10:40 (40 s) RCA-SC1 1050 �C (4 h) 30

III 2000 14:35 (40 s) RCA-SC1 1050 �C (4 h) 50

IV 1000 14:35 (50 s) RCA-SC1 750 �C (2 h) 70
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order to ensure a clean wafer surface, this step was followed

in protocol I by a 30 min RIE plasma cleaning, using 50

sccm O2 at a power of 300 W at room temperature, which

also served as a hydrophilization of the wafer surface in

order to enhance bonding strength.

Since the O2 plasma treatment was found to affect the

channel shape function and interface quality during the high

temperature annealing step of wafer bonding, plasma clean-

ing time was therefore reduced or omitted in other protocols.

Note that plasma exposure can introduce defects and disloca-

tions to the silicon oxide layer after a few seconds.42 Instead,

a dip in a DI water bath for a few minutes and a 15 min

RCA-SC1 clean43 at 65 �C can be used to ensure surface

cleanliness. Furthermore, to avoid the formation of voids

between the two bonded wafers originating from the thermal

decomposition of surface contaminants or the desorption of

hydrogen,42 a reduced annealing temperature44 was chosen

in protocol IV.

In order to convert the etched surface pattern into buried

channel structures, a second, clean Si wafer of the same

batch was attached to the structured wafer manually, promot-

ing a van-der-Waals type pre-bonding, followed by forma-

tion of covalent bonds in a thermal furnace (L9/13/P320,

Nabertherm) under air atmosphere.40 The sample was heated

at a rate of 3 �C/min from room temperature up to 1050 �C.

Temperature was kept constant at 1050 �C for 4 h, and the

sample was cooled down to room temperature inside the fur-

nace over a period of 10 h. During the thermal treatment, the

sample was positioned on three ceramic distance pieces,

ensuring optimum heat flow. In a wafer dicing machine

(DAD 321, DISCO), the samples were finally cut to a width

of 5 mm and a length l, depending on the requirements of the

experiment, in particular, the photon energy. For the results

reported here, lengths of l¼ 1.0 mm (7.9 keV), l¼ 5.24 mm

(13.8 keV) and l¼ 13 mm (17.5 keV), were chosen for the re-

spective experiments. The blade (NBC-ZB 1070, 150 lm

thickness, 5 lm grain size, DISCO) was operated at a feed

rate of 0.5 mm/s and a positioning precision of 10 lm. As a

direct cut through the sample results in material smearing

and also often clogging of the channel openings resulting

from blade roughness, the sample was cut from both sides,

leaving a section of 100 lm thickness connecting the two

pieces. By applying a slight pressure, the connection can be

broken, yielding sufficiently clean and open waveguide

entrances. Optionally, a focused ion beam (FIB) source

(Nova Nano Lab 600, FEI) was used to further clean the

17.5 keV samples on both waveguide entrance and exit by

successive silicon ablation. Thus, any deviation from the

ideal waveguide shape, which may have occurred due to

deformations during the breaking, can be corrected.

Structures have been investigated in view of changes in

structure width and roughness during the fabrication process.

Fig. 2 shows SEM micrographs for the processing steps of

exposure and development, etching and mask removal, as

well as thermal treatment for one and the same structure.

Note that this last step was performed without a capping wa-

fer for inspection purposes, as enclosed channels will not be

easily accessible by SEM anymore. Interestingly, during the

annealing process a strong decrease in both channel width

and roughness is observed. The smaller the original struc-

ture, the more pronounced this effect becomes. We attribute

this effect to a diffusion-driven rearrangement of surface

atoms, fed by the energy provided by thermal treatment. As

the system tends to minimize its free surface energy, channel

wall roughness will be reduced, hence structures improve in

quality. Consequently, the reduction in channel width has to

be taken into account when choosing an appropriate pattern

for exposure, as narrow channels might close while ther-

mally treated. If, in spite of this effect, a further reduction of

line width is required, the temperature of the developer can

be reduced.41 Thus, the development of partially exposed

areas at the edge of the structure is prevented, and the result-

ing pattern will be as precise as defined by means of electron

lithography.

Additionally, after performing the pre-bond processing

step of attaching the two wafer surfaces to each other, an

infrared camera was used for sample inspection, see Fig. 3(a).

As even the enclosure of a 1 lm-sized dust particle may result

in a mm-sized air bubble preventing a successful bonding,40

samples were inspected using an InGaAs-near-infrared cam-

era (XS-Base, Xenics) at different magnifications. If an air

bubble is detected, it can be removed manually by applying

an external pressure to the sample, see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), or

the pre-bonded sample can be reopened with the help of a ra-

zor blade in order to exchange the capping wafer. Figs. 3(d)

and 3(e) shows embedded structures after the annealing step,

localizing 500 nm sized features. Thus, the correct position of

the embedded structures after dicing the sample can be veri-

fied easily.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION

Waveguide optical characterization was performed at

the undulator beamline ID22Ni of ESRF, Grenoble, and

at the GINIX (G€ottingen Instrument for Nano-Imaging with

X-rays) instrument of beamline P10 of DESY, Hamburg.45,46

Fig. 4(a) shows a schematic of the experimental setup, which

in both cases used a KB mirror system to focus the beam

FIG. 2. Evolution of structure width and roughness during fabrication, for

different initial channel widths. SEM micrographs, from left to right: Resist

after development, etched structure after mask removal and structure after

thermal treatment (without capping wafer). Both structure width and side-

wall roughness are decreased significantly during heating.
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onto the waveguide entrance. At ID22Ni the focal spot size

of the KB was Dh¼ 129 nm (FWHM) and Dv¼ 166 nm

(FWHM), for the horizontal and vertical directions, respec-

tively. The waveguide length l¼ 13 mm was optimized to

the photon energy E¼ 17.5 keV, assuring sufficient absorp-

tion of the radiative modes.

At the GINIX endstation, two different settings were

used for two beamtimes: (beamtime GINIX-1) E¼ 7.9 keV

and Dh/v¼ 530/520 nm (FWHM), and (beamtime GINIX-2)

E¼ 13.8 keV and focal spot size Dh/v¼ 370/170 nm (FWHM).

For beamtime GINIX-1, the same waveguide as for the

beamtime at ID22Ni was used, but diced to a shorter length

l¼ 1 mm to account for the smaller energy. In order to sim-

plify the waveguide alignment in the beam, the lithographic

pattern was designed containing a number of parallel wave-

guide channels with a lateral periodicity of 30 lm, including a

variation of the individual channel width (see Fig. 4(b)), as

well as additional areas which act as one-dimensional planar

waveguides (1DWG), since the corresponding channel width,

i.e., 50 lm and 100 lm, respectively, was much larger than

the beam, requiring only the fine alignment of one translation

and one rotational degree of freedom.

Fig. 5 shows the measured farfield intensity distribution

with corresponding simulations (GINIX-1 and ID22Ni).

The settings and parameters for the presented farfield pattern

were the following: (a) photon energy 7.9 keV, channel

length 1 mm, pre-focusing with KB mirrors, direct illumina-

tion CCD detector (LCX, Princeton), exposure time 100 s

(GINIX-1 setting), (d) photon energy 17.5 keV, channel

length 13 mm, pre-focusing with KB mirrors, pixel detector

(Maxipix, ESRF), exposure time 2 s (ID22Ni setting).

In (b) the modulus of the autocorrelation function

obtained by inverse Fourier transform of the data shown in

(a) is plotted. Gaussian fits to the peak center along the two

principle axes yield a width (FWHM) of 69 nm (horizontal)

FIG. 3. (a) Inspection of structures embedded in bonded silicon wafers by

infrared light in transmission geometry. (b) Wafer with enclosed air bubbles

(highlighted by dashed line). (c) Wafer after defined removal of one specific

air bubble. (d) Embedded structures in 20� magnification. (e) Embedded

structures in 40� magnification (smallest visible structure 500 nm in

width).

FIG. 4. (a) Holographic imaging setup

as used in ESRF (ID22Ni) and

PETRA III (GINIX, P10) experiments

to determine the waveguide imaging

resolution using a test structure.18

(b) Typical layout, with several chan-

nels on the chip enabling higher

throughput in the characterization of

optical properties. In addition to the

channels, larger structures are placed

at the sides, facilitating the alignment

of rotational and translational degrees

of freedom. (c) Lateral (horizontal)

scan helping to identify the individual

channel positions as marked in (b),

with rotations and vertical position

optimized to the 100 nm channel.
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and 44.5 nm (vertical). The finite difference simulation33 of

the nearfield and corresponding farfield distribution, as

obtained by the modulus squared of the Fourier transform of

the nearfield, are shown in (c), corresponding to the parame-

ters of the experiment shown in (d). In (e,f), the intensity dis-

tribution inside the waveguide channel (d) in the entrance

region (first mm) is shown, namely by centered cuts in (e)

the horizontal xz and (f) the vertical yz planes. Note that the

multimodal propagation of the guided wave results in a peri-

odic pattern significantly smaller than the channel width.

Gaussian fits along the principal axes (see red and green

lines) yield 18.2 nm and 17.2 nm for xz and yz, respectively.

Multimodal propagation leads to a beating effect, i.e., peri-

odic field patterns due to the superposition of the excited

modes. In the horizontal direction with 140 nm channel

width the number of modes is higher than in the vertical

direction where the beam is confined by a channel height of

24 nm (see also Fig. 6). After about 900 lm, positive interfer-

ence is particularly high for both planes simultaneously,

yielding a plane of minimum beam width, as indicated by

the red and green lines. This shows that beam confinement

can be much smaller than the channel cross section in certain

planes.

The broadening by diffraction reflects the nanometer

scale beam collimation in the waveguide exit plane. The dif-

fraction broadening is directly evident when comparing the

two measured photon energies, 7.9 keV and 17.5 keV,

respectively. Note that the same channel was measured in

two consecutive experiments, the first at beamline ID22Ni
of ESRF at 17.5 keV, the second at 7.9 keV at the nanofocus

instrument GINIX at beamline P10/PETRA III at DESY.

According to the requirements of photon energy in view of

absorbing the radiation modes, the waveguide chip was cut

to a length of l¼ 13 mm and l¼ 1 mm, respectively. The

comparison shows that the simulated farfield pattern is in

good agreement with the experimental results shown in (a),

and indeed agrees well after scaling the angular range

according to the different photon energies.

In Fig. 6, experimental farfield diffraction patterns of

waveguides with different channel sizes are compared. As

the lateral size is decreased (in horizontal direction) fewer

modes can propagate, leading to a less structured farfield.

The farfield diffraction patterns were recorded at 13.8 keV

photon energy 5.2 m behind the waveguide by a Pilatus

300 K detector (Dectris) (GINIX-2 setting). The waveguide

chip was fabricated according to procedure IV (see Table I)

and provides therefore an enhanced etching depth of approx-

imately 70 nm. With comparable channel depths the reduc-

tion of the channel width leads to a noticeable change in the

appearance of the farfield pattern. The recorded farfields ex-

hibit a characteristic intensity pattern depending on the num-

ber of guides modes and hence the channel size. For broader

channels (see Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)), the spatial frequencies in

the farfield pattern along the horizontal direction are much

higher than in vertical direction, since the confinement in the

vertical direction is stronger than in the horizontal direction.

FIG. 5. Comparison of ((a), (b), (d)) experimental results with ((c), (e), (f))

numerical simulations for a 140 nm� 24 nm waveguide channel. (a) Farfield

intensity distribution with logarithmically coded photon counts of a 100 s ex-

posure recorded at 7.9 keV photon energy and waveguide channel length

l¼ 1 mm (GINIX-1 experimental settings). Scale bar: 0.1 deg. (b) Modulus

of the autocorrelation function corresponding to the data shown in (a). Scale

bar: 50 nm. (d) Farfield intensity distribution with logarithmically normal-

ized intensity, as recorded over 2 s at 17.5 keV photon energy and waveguide

channel length l¼ 13 mm (ID22Ni experimental settings). Scale bar:

0.1 deg. ((c), (e), (f)) Simulation results (finite difference calculations33) for

E¼ 17.5 keV and l¼ 13 mm, corresponding to the experimental settings of

ID22Ni. (c) The simulated farfield pattern obtained by the squared modulus

of the Fourier transform of the calculated exit wave (nearfield). ((e), (f)) The

simulated nearfield intensity distribution in the (e) xz and (f) yz plane of the

channel, corresponding to the 140 nm and 24 nm wide directions, shown for

the entrance section (0� z� 1 mm) of the waveguide channel.

FIG. 6. Farfield intensities depending on waveguide width, using a wave-

guide chip of a length l¼ 5.24 mm. The beamline was operated

at 13.8 keV. The intensity (logarithmic plot) was recorded within 1 s

and is normalized to the maximum value of the intensity distribution

shown in (d). Detector: Pilatus 300 K, ROI: 170 px� 170 px. Channel

dimensions: (a) 982 nm� 82 nm, (b) 317 nm� 79 nm, (c) 153 nm� 73 nm,

and (d) 82 nm� 67 nm, scalebars: 3 mm.
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This is in agreement with the calculation, which predicts

a higher number of guided modes due to the larger channel

width. With decreasing channel width, the frequency of the

intensity modulation in horizontal direction approaches that

of the vertical direction, i.e., the farfield becomes smoother

and more isotropic (see Fig. 6(d)). With its intensity plateau

in the center and an integrated waveguide flux of

Iwg¼ 2.1� 108 ph/s, the waveguide shown in Fig. 6(d) is

well suited for imaging applications. Further progress is

directed towards equal width and depth and a smaller chan-

nel size, while providing a sufficiently high transmission by

avoiding structural defects.

IV. OUTLOOK AND SUMMARY

We have successfully fabricated and tested advanced

two-dimensionally confining (channel) waveguides for hard

x-rays, using a processing scheme involving e-beam lithog-

raphy, reactive ion etching and wafer bonding. The specific

requirements are very demanding, in view of the high aspect

ratios needed to filter out one or several guided modes, since

the attenuation for the radiative modes in the silicon cladding

requires a thickness of several millimeters. Hence the

required aspect ratios of channel length and lateral structure

size can easily exceed 105, as in the present case for a 13 mm

channel with a vertical cross section of 24 nm. Only by using

an interferometric stage in the e-beam lithography system,

these specifications can be met. Apart from the high aspect

ratios, the fact that the structures have to be buried in order

to function as channel waveguides presents a second consid-

erable challenge. As shown here, the wafer bonding process

is suitable to cap the channels efficiently, but only after some

optimization, in particular regarding the high temperature

annealing step. In this work, we have attempted to minimize

the considerable interfacial diffusion and reaction processes

at high temperatures as these were considered to be detri-

mental to the channel shape. In the future, if these effects

can be controlled more precisely, they could also be used to

the benefit. In fact, a well defined set of propagating modes

exists for any cross sectional form, and shapes differing from

rectangular shapes may even be of advantage for some appli-

cations. More importantly, the annealing can lead to a desira-

ble reduction in structure size. Unfortunately, this effect has

so far not been uniform over the length of the channel, lead-

ing to transmission losses, probably by scattering from chan-

nel inhomogeneities. In this respect, one should briefly

address the tolerance in fabrication. Channel waviness,

defects and interface roughness are all deviations from the

ideal (design) structure, which - however - affect the optical

properties very differently. It is known that low frequency

waviness and broadened interfacial profiles (i.e., as resulting

from surface diffusion or surface reactions) do not impede

the propagation of well defined modes.36 Contrarily, stitch-

ing errors and point defects can easily induce losses due to

scattering of modes into the cladding. When traversing the

full length of the structure, the scattered radiation is well

absorbed in the cladding, and this effect will primarily lead

to low transmission. Radiation scattered at higher angles,

however, can escape the cladding, leading to the circular

fringes around the central farfield cone, see Fig. 6(d).

Importantly, due to the shallow angles of the internally

reflected beam representing the modes, which are smaller

than the critical angle of reflection ac for silicon, the toler-

ance for defects (roughness, shape imperfections along the

propagation direction) increases.36 This is the reason why

waveguides can be fabricated for the hard x-ray range at all.

Here, we have presented an approach to waveguide

nanofabrication based on e-beam lithography and wafer

bonding. The waveguides fabricated by this method have

been demonstrated to be suitable x-ray optical components

for coherent imaging18 and nanodiffraction applications.47

Refinement of the process, in particular in terms of the

annealing process and channel inspection is under way.

Notably the approach allows for a large variation in wave-

guide types: both tapered waveguide profiles and beam split-

ters can be realized. In the future, adaptation of the bonding

process may make germanium accessible, which is interest-

ing in view of high photon energy applications. Bonding has

also been reported for quartz,48 which would offer the oppor-

tunity of channel inspection with visible or infrared light.
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with cross-sections in the range of 10 to 100 nm are obtained, forming a guiding layer, surrounded by a solid
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1. Introduction

While waveguide (WG) optics is ubiquitous in the visible and infra-
red spectral range, it is stillmuch less developed in theX-ray regime, de-
spite some encouraging initial work on planar X-ray WGs [1–8]. This is
for a good reason. The guiding channel cross-sections in the range of 10
to 100 nmand the required length to reachwell defined propagation re-
gimes, are extremely challenging in view of fabrication. As in other X-
ray focusing optics, such as Fresnel zone plates [9–11] or compact re-
fractive lenses [12–14], the combination of small wavelength and
vanishing differences in the index of refraction n≈1, leads to areas
and aspect ratioswhich are very different from their counterparts in vis-
ible light optics. Ideally, an X-ray WG consist of an empty (air filled)
channel, embedded in a moderately absorbing material (cladding),
with the entrance (front) and exit sides of the channel left open for cou-
pling and decoupling of guided beam. Hence, an X-ray WG essentially
corresponds to a long empty fiber defined in a solid body. For example,
typical hard X-ray photon energies (E phN10 keV) require a significant
propagation length in the channel to sufficiently block radiative
modes in the cladding. The aspect ratios are hence in the range of
1:104−105. The long channel length results in multiple internal reflec-
tions increasing the probability of the X-rays to be scattered by defects
or side wall roughness [15]. To avoid leakage and over-illumination
also the cladding has to be sufficiently thick, resulting in ‘buried’ chan-
nels. Recent progress in fabrication has helped to meet these challenges
[16], and have enabled promising applications in nanoscale holographic
X-ray imaging [17,18]. The experiments took advantages of the optical

properties of X-rayWGs in confining and filtering synchrotron radiation
and of the quasi-point source illumination which they can provide for
cone beam holographic imaging. Nano-manufacturing of WGs com-
bines different fabrication steps and techniques, namely e-beam lithog-
raphy (EBL), reactive ion etching and wafer bonding. As a result of the
high flexibility of these process steps, amultitude of channel geometries
is feasible. In analogy to lab-on-a-chip approaches, this could become a
strategy for X-ray optics on a chip [19]. In practice, such integratedX-ray
nano-optics will be limited to a large extent by fabrication issues. Since
the guiding effect of theWGs is based on total reflection, smooth chan-
nel boundaries are required. To this end, a precisely controlled fabrica-
tion process is needed. The optimized protocols as presented here
now offer better control of the channel cross-section, and enhanced
smoothness of the sidewalls, leading in turn to better X-ray optical per-
formance. Apart from straight WGs [16], we also address fabrication of
WGs with a tapered geometry for beam concentration [20], as well as
curved channels andWG arrays. Finally, we broaden the range of mate-
rials, beyond the channels in Si presented in [16], also to quartz (SiO2)
and Ge. The latter will be particularly useful for high photon energies.

2. Experimental methods

Wafers of Si (University Wafer), Ge (MaTeck) and SiO2 (Quartz Un-
limited LLC) each with a diameter of 4 in. were covered by an e-beam
resist (ARP 679.04, Allresist), consisting of a poly-methyl methacrylate
(PMMA) solution. The resist was spin coated (Optispin SB20, Sister
Semiconductor Equipment) onto thewafer at 2000 rpm for 70 s, follow-
ed by a post baking step (180 °C for 90 s). In the case of SiO2, an addi-
tional resist (SX AR-PC 5000/90.2, Allresist) was used to enable EBL
(e-LiNE, Raith) on the insulating substrate. After spin-coating at
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2000 rpm for 60 s the associated baking step of 120 s at 90 °C was per-
formed. Arrays of lines and curves were exposed by EBL. For lines wider
than 300 nm an area dose of 200 C/cm2 and for smaller ones 600 C/cm2

was chosen. Single pixel lines were exposedwith 3000 pC/cm. The SiO2

was plunged into deionized water for 60 s to clean the sample from the
conductive resist. To remove the illuminated resist from all samples, a
development procedure with a mixture of Methyl isobutyl ketone and
2-Propanol (IPA) with a ratio of 1:3 at 0 °C for 30 s was carried out
[21]. The process was stopped by immersing the sample in pure IPA at
room temperature for 30 s. Afterwards the pattern was transferred to
the wafer by reactive ion etching (PlasmaLab, Oxford) employing
CHF3 for sidewall passivation [22]. The details for the subsequent fabri-
cation steps are listed in Table 1.

The etching step was performed according to the parameters listed
in Table 1. Afterwards, the resist was removed either using an RCA solu-
tion for 15min at a temperature of 65 °C or HCl at room temperature for
10min. Each of the structured wafers wasmanually coveredwith a sec-
ond wafer of the same material. Instantly, the wafers are kept together
by van-der-Waals bonds which are transformed to covalent bonds dur-
ing the wafer bonding process [24] in an oven (L 3/11/P330,
Nabertherm) under a N2 atmosphere (flow rate 50 l/h). Since the melt-
ing point of Ge (937 °C) is lower than for Si (1412 °C) [25], a decreased
bonding temperature Tb was chosen accordingly. At higher tempera-
tures, channels with a size in the range of 100 × 100 nm2 were closed
due to diffusion processes, which was also the case for SiO2. The chips
were cut to the chosen geometry (DAD320, Disco), leaving the entrance
and exit sides of the channels open. For Si, an infrared camera (XEVA XS
Base, Xenics) enabled the inspection of the embedded structures from a
top view perspective. For inspection of the SiO2 channels, a fluorescence
microscope (Axio Observer Z1, Zeiss)was used, afterfilling the channels
by capillary suction with an aqueous solution of fluorescein (Uranin,
C20H10Na2O5 at 100 mM [26]).

The manufacturing sequence described above corresponds to the
optimized protocol. The main difference to the previously published
protocol for Si WG fabrication [16] is in replacing the formerly used
PMMA resist (A2, MicroChem) by a PMMA resist of higher viscosity,
which in turn entails small modifications of the parameters in the fol-
lowing processing steps (spin-coating, e-beam lithography, etching),
as described above. The main advantage of this replacement is a higher
resist film thickness. The previous protocol enabled a film thickness of
only 100 nm, as obtained for spin-coating at 2000 rpm for 60 s. This lim-
ited the etching time to 70 s, before the resist was completely con-
sumed. The improved protocol now enables a larger range of etching
times and correspondingly larger range of etching depths, as tabulated
above. A second important difference is that we now refrain from a
cleaning step, in which the wafers were exposed to an O2 plasma up
to 30 min. This was intended to achieve a hydrophilic surface in order
to enhance bonding strength. However, the oxygen gassed out in the
oven resulting in unwanted bubbles at the bonding interface, as further
detailed below.

3. Results and discussion

To characterize the WGs, light microscopy (LM), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), infrared (IR) microscopy and finally X-ray nano-op-
tical testingwere performed. Several Si channels are depicted in Fig. 1 to
illustrate typical geometries.

Fig. 1 (a) shows a LM image of a typical X-ray WG array, both with
large channels for alignment and small ones, which confine and guide
the beam in both lateral axis. The Si is covered with the e-beam resist
which also serves as a mask during the etching process. Channels
broader than 300 nm are silhouetted against the homogeneous back-
ground as bright lines, while the narrower ones appear darker.

In (b,c) IR transmission images of bonded wafer-pairs are depicted.
Round or elliptically shaped dark spots accompanied by interference
fringes are observed, indicative of voids between the two wafers [27].
These unbonded regions or embedded gas reservoirs can be caused by
trapped gas, imperfections on the wafers surface or by particles. In
this work, the dominating effect was gas bubbles originating frommol-
ecules desorbing from thewafers during annealing. Usually the gas con-
sists of water or hydrocarbons [28], which at high temperature can only
be dissolved in small amounts in the bulk Si or the interfacial oxide
layer. Micro-defects at the surface then serve as nucleation sites for bub-
ble formation [29], as is frequently observed after oxygen plasma treat-
ment [30]. For this reason, plasma cleaned wafers are often found to be
highly covered with voids (b), affecting the local bonding quality.
Substituting the plasma cleaning by an RCA bath decreases the number
of (small) bubbles significantly, while hardly reducing the bonding
strength between the wafers [31]. Contamination is identified as the
dominant mechanism of generating large bubbles at the RCA cleaned
wafers, since micron-sized particles induce voids with a diameter up
to several centimeters. Therefore, in (c) mainly bubbles with
diameters ≥ 0.5 cm are observed, which can in many cases be removed

Table 1
Processing parameters for etching, cleaning and wafer bonding steps for the different
materials.

Wafer Etching Cleaning procedure Bonding

Gases te Depth Tb tb

[sccm] [s] [nm] [°C] [h]

Si SF6:CHF3/40:10 160 400 RCAa 1000 4
Ge SF6:CHF3/40:10 160 320 HCl 650 4
Quartz CF4:CHF3/20:30 590 160 DI-H2O/RCA 550 12

a A mixture of ammonia (32%), hydrogen peroxide (30%) and deionized water (1:1:5)
[23].

a b d

c

g

h

f

e

Fig. 1. Structured Si wafers. (a) LM top view of a WG chip after development, before
etching. Scale bar denotes 100 m. (b,c) IR images of bubbles between bonded wafers,
processed according to the old (b) and new (c) protocol. Scale bars denote 5 mm. (d,e)
SEM images of the exit planes of final WG channels and (f) a top view of an unbonded
(open) channel. In (d,f) the left part shows the old protocol and the right the new one.
Scale bars denote 100 nm. (g,h) SEM images of exit planes of final channels, showing
(g) a channel with a broad entrance (for beam compression by tapering), and (h) an
array of WG channels. Scale bars denote 1 µm.
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by pushing themmanually towards thewafers edges (see [16], Fig. 3) or
by repeating the cleaning procedure to detach the remaining particles.

Examples for WGs after the final dicing step are depicted in (d). The
channel on the left side is fabricated according to the old and the right
channel to the new protocol, exhibiting cross-sectional areas of
169 × 75 nm2 and 125 × 121 nm2, respectively. The lack of depth is
due to the small resist thickness (100 nm), limiting themaximum etch-
ing depth.While the left one reveals a trapezoidal shape, the right one is
almost quadratically for approximately the same channel width. The
shape difference can be attributed to the proximity effect, where elec-
trons scatteredwithin the resist or backwards from the substrate broad-
en the (partially) illuminated area. This effect has more impact if the
resist is thin.

Smaller channels in the range of 38 × 42 nm2 were also fabricated,
still showing smooth and well defined boundaries, as evidenced by
(e). Inside the chip, the channels walls are well defined, as probed in
the unbound state (see (f, right)), even if some residual roughness is
visible.

As depicted in (d, left), for the old protocol the channelswalls are not
very steep. The corresponding slope appears as a bright stripe in the top
view of (f, left). As can be observed, the new protocol not only steepens
the slope, but also reduces the interfacial roughness (f, right).

The evolution of the channel roughness during the bonding process
is unclear, but it is likely that some smoothing occurs due to surfacemo-
bility. Apart from small single WGs, large entrances, for example with
17 µm in size (g), or gratings of equally spaced channels (h) can be
manufactured, enabling WGs in a tapered geometry [20], as well as X-
ray probes which are modified/structured on the nanometer scale.

Following the continuous inspection by LM and SEM along the fabri-
cation process, the functional characterization requires nano-focused X-
ray optics using synchrotron radiation, to actually evidence the success-
ful WG operation. To this end, we have previously established suitable
pre-focusing of the synchrotron beam onto the channels entrance, as
well as themeasurements of the far-field diffraction pattern severalme-
ters behind theWG optics [16,17]. Such data allows to determine trans-
mission, numerical aperture, suitability for holographic imaging, and by
inversion techniques also the near-field distribution and hence the
beam confinement. Fig. 2 shows results for different WG geometries
on logarithmic scale: (a) The far-field pattern (intensity distribution)

of a tapered channel with 319 × 142 nm2 and 83 × 96 nm2 as entrance
and exit size, respectively. The exit flux of the WG is I=1.45 ⋅10-
10 photons/s, indicating successful beam compression by tapering.
While the tails of the beam shows a structured (multi-modal) regime,
the far-field is homogeneous in the central region, which qualifies the
channel for applications in coherent (holographic) X-ray imaging. The
dark horizontal stripes are the gaps between different detector mod-
ules. The measurement was performed at the GINIX (Göttingen Instru-
ment for Nano-Imaging with X-rays [32]) endstation (P10 beamline at
DESY, Hamburg) at E ph= 7.9 keV. The CCD detector (Pilatus 300k,
DECTRIS) was positioned 5.1 m behind the WG chip, with the X-rays
propagating about 1m in air before entering an evacuated tube through
a Be foil.

Fig. 2 (c) shows the far-field of the WG array displayed in Fig. 1(f),
recorded at the BM20 beamline (ESRF, France) with a Pilatus 100k
(DECTRIS) at a distance of 4.0m and E ph=11.5 keV. The vertical stripes
result from the interference of the 20 neighbouring channels
(164 × 97 nm2), aligned in the horizontal direction. Designing such
structured beams consisting of multiple secondary sources can help to
improve reconstruction techniques for coherent X-ray imaging. In
[33], we have observed that for such an illumination (probe) system,
the reconstruction of the probe by iterative algorithms (error reduc-
tion), was more robust against an incorrect initialization than the con-
ventional (single-exit) channel.

A further desirable functionality of X-ray WGs is guiding in curved
geometries. In this way, X-rays could be redirected and transported to
different exit locations, as is commonplace for visible light. Contrarily,
a limiting factor in terms of guiding X-rays is the glancing critical
angle of total reflection (αc=0.224° for E ph=8 keV [34]). It was first
shown by Liu andGolovchenko [35] that surfacemodes of a bent Si crys-
tal, can be utilized to achieve bending over much larger angles,
exploiting multiple reflections. Recently, we have used lithographed,
sub-micrometer sized, channels in Ta to deflect the beam up to unprec-
edented values of 30° at E ph=8 keV [19]. In that work the channels
were open at the top side (uncapped channels), resulting in some leak-
age. Here we also demonstrated guiding in capped and (mildly) curved
WGs in bonded Si, illustrating the versatility of the present fabrication
scheme. To this end, Fig. 2(b) shows the far-field of a curved channel
in Si capped by wafer bonding, as recorded at E ph=8 keV at the ID01
beamline (ESRF, France) with a Maxipix detector (ESRF) 0.95 m behind
theWGchip. Note that thedark straight lines correspond to the gaps be-
tween the detector modules. The curvature (radius R=200mm) of the
WG leads to a deflection of 0.6°with respect to theprimary beam,which
is indicated by an arrow. Using curved or slightly inclined elements, two
beams can be separated [36] or one beam can be split into sub-beams
[33].

Compared to the old fabrication protocol the transmission was in-
creased from T b 5% to T=20% for straightWGs. With curved channels
values up to T = 13% were achieved (for R = 500 mm), beamsplitters
and gratings reached T = 30% and tapered WGs exceeded this to T =
40%.

Next, the fabrication process was successfully transferred from Si to
Ge and SiO2. For Ge, similar channels sizes and side-wall smoothness
were achieved as for Si (compare Figs. 2(d) and 3(a)). For the etching
conditions listed in Table 1, Ge has a slightly lower etching rate than
Si, resulting in a decrease of the maximum etching depth from
400 nm (Si) to 320 nm (Ge). Since desired channel cross-sections are
mostly smaller, this does not represent a severe restriction. For SiO2,
the mask was already consumed before reaching an etching depth of
100 nm. Hence the etching gas was substituted, resulting in an maxi-
mum channel depth of 180 nm. In Fig. 3(b), channels with widths be-
tween 20 µm and 41 nm are depicted. For clarity, the front end of the
WG chip is highlighted by a dashed line and in addition, every second
of the channels smaller than 100 × 100 nm2 is marked by an arrow.
The fluorescent molecules are homogeneously distributed within the
channels and thus provide a high contrast of the bright channels with

6
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2

0

3

2

1

0

a                                        b

c

Fig. 2. Far-field patterns ofWGs in tapered (a), curved (b) and grating (c) geometry. At the
bottom right, corresponding schematics of the channel path are included (X-rays entering
from the left side). The images are logarithmically scaled, scale bars denote 5 mm.
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respect to the dark SiO2. Due to capillary forces, the channels are in-
stantly filled with the Uranin when the open endings are dipped into
the solution.

4. Conclusion

EBL, reactive ion etching andwafer bonding at optimized processing
parameters now enable the fabrication of a large variety X-ray WG ge-
ometries, beyond the simple straight WGs [16]. This includes tapered,
curved and multiple beam arrays. The flexibility in design and fabrica-
tion can serve firstly to achieve higher exit fluxes while keeping the
exit source sizes small (taperedWGs), as desired for high resolution im-
aging. Secondly, guiding in curved channel segments opens up new
tools to redirect one beam, or several beams as required for reference
beam holography. Thirdly, curved split and delay lines could be used
for X-ray pulse splitting at ultra-short time scales. Finally, the advanced
X-rayWGoptics presented here providewell designed probes for phase
retrieval algorithms. In all cases, the aspect ratio of theWG channels, i.e.
the ratio between length and cross-section is extremely high, up to 105,
making them quite unique nanostructures. Importantly, a refined fabri-
cation protocol (concerning in particular cleaning and bonding) has also
led to an improved channel quality. This has paved theway to obtain an
exit flux exceeding 1010 X-ray photons/s in a WG channel with beam
confinement in both lateral dimensions. Furthermore, the fabrication
process was successfully translated to Ge and SiO2, achieving channels
of the same quality as already documented for Si.
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Fig. 3. Channels in Ge and SiO2. SEM top view of an unbonded channel in Ge. Scale bar
denotes 100 nm. Stitched fluorescence image of channels embedded in SiO2. Scale bar
denotes 150 µm.
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We have fabricated linear tapered waveguide channels filled with air and imbedded in silicon for

the hard x-ray regime, using a processing scheme involving e-beam lithography, reactive ion etch-

ing, and wafer bonding. Beam compression in such channels is demonstrated by coupling a

pre-focused undulator beam into the channels, and recording the exit flux and far-field diffraction

patterns. We achieved a compressed beam with a spot size of 16.48 nm (horizontal) � 14.6 nm

(vertical) near the waveguide exit plane, as determined from the reconstructed near-field distribu-

tion, at an exit flux which is eight times higher than that of an equivalent straight channel.

Simulations indicate that this gain could reach three to four orders of magnitude for longer channels

with tapering in two directions.VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921095]

X-ray waveguides (WGs) can be used to generate quasi-

point sources for hard x-ray imaging.1 These kinds of x-ray

optics have first been realized as planar layered systems

[one-dimensional waveguide (1DWG)],2–5 and later also as

two-dimensional confined channels (2DWGs),6,7 as required

for applications in coherent imaging. In contrast to most

other nano-focusing optics such as Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB)

mirrors,8–11 Fresnel zone plates (FZP),12 or compound dif-

fractive lenses,13 2DWGs deliver nanoscale x-ray beams

with controllable spatial coherence. The quasi-point source

of the WG exit emits smooth wavefronts which are ideally

suited for holographic imaging.1 At the same time, the

absorption in the cladding assures extremely low background

illumination, without contributions from higher diffraction

orders as in FZP focusing or the pronounced tails of KB-

optics. Hence, they also enable nanoscale diffraction studies

at significantly reduced background.14,15 In addition to spa-

tial and coherence filtering, WGs can also concentrate the

beam, based on geometric tapering.16,17 For present imaging

applications, WGs without beam compression are used and

have to be combined with high gain pre-focusing optics to

reach the flux needed for imaging applications.7 In a state of

the art realization of this scheme, a KB-beam of about

200–300 nm cross-section was coupled into WGs with an

exit size of d ¼ 50� 70 nm, delivering a flux in the range1

108 � 109 ph/s. The smallest WG beam diameters down to

10 nm have been achieved18 by crossing two high transmis-

sion 1DWGs slices to form an effective 2DWG. This crossed

2DWG system is limited, however, for reasons of its intrinsic

astigmatism, as well as the absorption in the carbon guiding

layer of the WGs, which becomes important for lower pho-

ton energy. Furthermore, the planar thin film fabrication

technology is not compatible with variations in shape func-

tion. To overcome these limits, we have developed an alter-

native fabrication scheme based on e-beam lithography,

reactive ion etching, and wafer bonding, which gives buried

air or vacuum channels in silicon.19

In this work, we use this fabrication approach to realize

WGs with a taper function, which concentrate and filter the

beam at the same time. This can either be used to match the

entrance width D to the pre-focusing optics and to funnel

more photons to a smaller exit width d, or in future exten-

sions to make pre-focusing optics in front of the WG obso-

lete, at least for some applications. An earlier experimental

realization of a tapered waveguide (tWG)16 was demon-

strated by an air-gap 1DWG,20 while tapered 2DWG is

addressed in this work. To demonstrate the concept of tWG

beam compression in lithographically defined channels, we

couple an undulator beam focused by KB-mirrors to 300 nm

into a tWG and guide it further to d ’ 75 nm at the exit.

For the design of the present experiment, we have used

finite difference simulations (FDSs) to study the beam propa-

gation in tWGs, based on the parabolic wave equation.21 In

addition, the propagation in x-ray WGs with straight

channels20–22 has been studied previously, showing that

beam compression and filtering can be combined in a

tWG.23 Both Bergemann et al.24 and Kukhlevsky et al.25

have studied linearly tapered x-ray WGs or capillaries by an-

alytical and numerical calculations, addressing the minimum

beam width at the exit; while Panknin et al.23 have also

included non-linear tapering profiles and Bukreeva et al.26

have studied corrugated WGs.

Fig. 1(a) shows the wave optical simulation of guided

wave propagation in a one-dimensional linear tWG (vacuum

in silicon), as obtained by FDSs. The WG length L¼ 5mm

was chosen for all WGs to ensure sufficient absorption of

radiative modes at the given photon energy E¼ 13.8 keV,

with a calculated transmission Tsi ¼ 5:25� 10�7, corre-

spondingly assuring an extremely low background signal.

The slope of the WG interface and the associated linear

tapering geometry are limited by the critical angle of total in-

ternal reflection hc ’
ffiffiffiffiffi
2d

p ¼ 2:25 mrad corresponding to the

index of refraction nsi ¼ 1� dþ ib, with d ¼ 2:554� 10�6

and b ¼ 2:047� 10�8, and guiding layer with nvac¼ 1. In

the example shown in Fig. 1(a), the entrance and exit sizes

of the WG are D¼ 334 nm and d¼ 73 nm, and the taper

angle h¼ 26 lrad. The simulation illustrates the rapid decaya)Electronic addresses: hchen2@gwdg.de and tsaldit@gwdg.de
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of the wave intensity in bulk silicon and the much weaker

absorption in the tapered guiding layer. With wðx; zÞ denot-
ing the field inside the WG and w0 the incident plane wave,

the intensity enhancement can be defined as the maximum of

the normalized intensity Imax¼max fjwðx; zÞj2=jw0j2g,
where Imax¼ 11 for the simulated WG in Fig. 1(a). This

enhancement appears towards the end of the WG as a maxi-

mum with a flux density one order of magnitude higher than

at the WG entrance. In this manner, beam compression by

the tWG is clearly evidenced. In order to demonstrate this

concept experimentally, we have fabricated a WG chip with

many parallel tWGs, and finally diced to L¼ 5mm.19,27

The optical characterization of the WGs was performed at

the GINIX (Göttingen Instrument for Nano-Imaging with

X-rays) at the P10 beamline at the PETRA III synchrotron

facility in Hamburg (DESY). Fig. 1(b) shows a schematic of

the experimental setup, along with electron micrographs of

the entrance and exit plane of a representative WG (labeled

as “C” below). The WG entrance had a width of 334 nm and

a depth of 69 nm; the WG exit had a width of 73 nm and a

depth of 51 nm. The WG entrance was aligned in the focal

plane of the KB-mirror system. The far-field images were

recorded by a single photon counting pixel detector

(Pilatus 300K, Dectris) with 172� 172 lm2 pixel size,

placed 5.1m behind the WG. For 13.8 keV, a KB-flux of

IKB ¼ 7:32� 1010 photons/s was recorded, and a focal spot

size of 295 nm (FWHM) in horizontal and 181 nm (FWHM)

in vertical direction, respectively. The far-field intensity dis-

tribution of the WG labeled “C” is shown in Fig. 1(c), with

2:79� 1010 photons/s impinging onto its entrance, for a 1s

accumulation. The flux at the exit was measured to ICWG ¼
2:69� 108 photons/s. Next, the angular acceptance x of the

WG, defined as the width (FWHM, Gaussian fit) of the exit

intensity as a function of angle of incidence, was determined

by rotating the WG around the y-axis by an angle a and

measuring the integrated far-field intensity, as shown as solid

squares in Fig. 1(d). In addition, numerical simulations for

WGs of different taper angles h, labeled by A, B, and D with

h¼ 55, 31, and 10.2 lrad, respectively, are depicted by lines.

Label “S” stands for a straight channel reference. Both

curves are normalized to the maximum intensity and are in

very good agreement. As shown in Fig. 1(e), the angular ac-

ceptance decreases with the taper angle xðhÞ as expected

from wave optical simulations (Table I). In a geometric opti-

cal framework, this is explained by the increase in the num-

ber of reflections n and in particular, by the correspondingly

increasing internal reflection angles hn at the interfaces

between guiding layer and cladding, see also the sketch in

Fig. 3(b). The beam can only be guided in the z direction, as
long as the internal angle is smaller than the critical angle

hn � hc, else it is absorbed in the cladding.

A precise analysis of the beam confinement due to the

WG geometry is obtained by reconstructing the complex

wave field using the measured far-field intensities in the near-

field regime right behind the WG exit using the error reduc-

tion (ER) algorithm.18 The reconstructed near-field intensity

distribution and the corresponding reconstruction of the far-

field pattern are shown in Fig. 2. As usual in iterative phase re-

trieval methods, the “reconstructed far-field” is computed

from the reconstructed near-field intensity and can be tested

against the measured far-field (see Fig. 1(c)), in order to check

consistency and convergence of the phase retrieval process.

The ER algorithm was initialized with the auto-correlation of

the near-field, obtained by an inverse Fourier transform of the

recorded far-field data, shown in Fig. 1(c). The support con-

straint was implemented using a Gaussian function with a

width (FWHM) eight times larger than the size of the WG

exit, in the respective direction. Fig. 2(a) shows the recon-

structed far-field intensity pattern of a tWG (“C”) on logarith-

mic scale, which is found in very good agreement with the

measured data, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show

intensity and phase of the reconstructed near-field image in

the WG exit plane. Gaussian fits to the central peak of the

near-field intensity along the principal directions are shown in

Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), respectively. They indicate an effective

FIG. 1. (a) FDS of wave propagation in a WG channel (vacuum) in silicon

with linear taper for 13.8 keV photon energy. A plane wave is coupled into

the front side of the WG with total length of L¼ 5mm and entrance and exit

width of D¼ 334 nm and d¼ 73 nm, respectively, corresponding to a taper

angle h ¼ 26l rad. The local intensity maximum in the exit plane is

enhanced by a factor of 11 compared to the entrance plane, due to guided

beam compression by the taper geometry. (b) Schematic of the experimental

setup at the P10 coherence beamline of the storage ring PETRA III, DESY.

The entrance side of the WG is placed in the focal plane of the KB-mirror.

Scanning electron micrographs show the entrance and exit face of a tWG

(labeled as “C” below). Scale bar: 100 nm. (c) Far-field image of the tWG

with flux of 2:69� 108 cps on logarithmic scale. Scale bar: 5mm. (d)

Integrated far-field intensity as a function of WG rotation angle, (a), normal-

ized to the maximum. (e) The angular acceptance x determined from the

central maxima of the curves shown in (d), as a function of h.

TABLE I. Entrance and exit size of the guiding layer, with the correspond-

ing taper angle h, and the angular acceptance x for the tWGs labeled as

“A,” “B,” “C,” and “D” along with a straight reference channel “S.”

WG label A B C D S

D (nm) 686� 67 478� 65 334� 69 180� 70 74� 70

d (nm) 136� 63 168� 65 73� 51 78� 50 75� 50

h=hc 0.0244 0.0137 0.0116 0.0045 � 4� 10�5

x=hc 0.511 0.675 … 0.875 1.187
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source with a width of 16.48 nm (x-axis) and depth of

14.60 nm (y-axis); the results for the tapered (“C”) and straight
(“S”) channels are also tabulated in Table II. The transmission

of the WG defined as the ratio of the intensity impinging onto

the WG and the intensity exiting the WG is calculated using

TSim ¼
Ð d

2

�d
2

jw x; z ¼ Lð Þj2dx
Ð D

2

�D
2

jw x; z ¼ 0ð Þj2dx
and TExp ¼ IWG � AKB

IKB � AWG
;

for the simulation TSim and the experiment TExp, where AWG

and AKB are the cross section areas of the WG entrance and

the KB beam size. The measured flux of the tWG (“C”) is

ICWG ¼ 2:69� 108 cps and of the straight reference WG

(“S”) ISWG ¼ 3:34� 107 cps. The simulated transmission

TSim ¼ 8:9% of the tWG is 9.27 times higher than the experi-

mental transmission TExp ¼ 0:96%, which is affected by

channel roughness and internal defects. The gain G, defined
as the ratio of the intensity of the tWG over the straight refer-

ence, is calculated by

GSim ¼
Ð
tWGjw x; z ¼ Lð Þj2dx
Ð
WGjw x; z ¼ Lð Þj2dx and GExp ¼ ICWG

ISWG

;

yielding to GSim¼ 8.05 for the numerical simulation, and

GExp¼ 6.89 for the experiment. This demonstrates clearly

that a linear tWG can efficiently compress the beam, even if

real structure effects such as roughness and waviness deterio-

rate the experimental values for T. In fact, after obtaining the

results shown in Figs. 1 and 2, further improvements in the

fabrication protocol regarding, in particular, wafer bonding

under inert gas and changes in the exposure protocol were

implemented and led to significantly better controlled chan-

nel side walls, and correspondingly higher T as detailed in

elsewhere.27

In order to further optimize tWGs in view of Imax, the
entrance width can be enlarged to collect more photons from

the incoming beam, while the exit width can be tailored to

the favored size and divergence for a specific experiment. In

this way, the improved WG imaging could even be imple-

mented without high gain focusing optics, such as the present

KB-system. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the intensity enhancement

Imax as a function of the taper angle h, achieved by compress-

ing a beam to an exit size of d¼ 10 nm over a channel length

L¼ 2.4mm, simulated for vacuum in Si at E¼ 11 keV. We

chose d¼ 10 nm in view of holographic imaging experiments

which require a small source size. The ImaxðhÞ curve first

steeply increases, as more photons are collected, but reaches

a maximum at hmax ¼ 0:124hc, before declining again, when

the internal reflection angle increases above the critical angle

hn � hc towards the end of the channel, see (b). For illustra-

tion, we trace a ray for hmax shown as a red line in (b). From

hn ¼ ð2n� 1Þh � hc, we can infer that the channel supports

n¼ 4 internal reflections.27 For higher numbers of reflections

n � 5; hn � hc lead to a leaking into the cladding material,

see blue arrow in (b). However, a fraction of the x-ray beam

is still reflected and guided inside the tWG (red arrow). The

FIG. 3. FDS of a tWG in Si for d¼ 10 nm, L¼ 2.4mm, and E¼ 11 keV

(hc ¼ 2:84 mrad). (a) The curve ImaxðhÞ has a maximum at hmax ¼ 0:124hc.
(b) For the given parameters, the channel supports 4 internal reflections,

before leakage is observed at h5 > hc. (c) and (d) Sketch of the linear taper

geometry with taper in (c) one and (d) two dimensions. (e) and (f) Wave

propagation inside a (e) one- and (f) two-dimensional tWG, with intensity

plotted on logarithmic scale.

FIG. 2. Results of the reconstruction by the ER algorithm. (a) Reconstructed

far-field image of the tWG (labeled as “C”), using logarithmic scale. Scale

bar: 5mm. (b) Intensity (logarithmic scale) and (c) phase (in radian) of recon-

structed near-field distribution, obtained after 1500 ER iterations. Scale bar:

40nm. (d) and (e) Gaussian fits to two perpendicular profiles of the central

peak, along x- and y-axis.

TABLE II. Comparison of a representative tWG channel “C” and a straight

channel “S,” selected for an identical exit aperture of about 70� 50 nm, and

recorded under identical settings of the KB-focused beam. The total WG in-

tensity, the corresponding experimental transmission value TExp, along with

the numerically predicted values TSim, and beam spot size in the WG exit

plane, wx=y (FWHM) are shown.

WG label IWG(cps) TExpð%Þ TSimð%Þ wx (nm) wy (nm)

C 2:69� 108 0.96 8.9 16.48 14.60

S 3:34� 107 0.47 5.9 16.95 14.13
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gray dashed line in (b), (e), and (f) indicates the position

where the fifth reflection occurs, corresponding to a tWG

beam with width of 16.34 nm. This is in good agreement

with the visual inspection of the leakage based on the loga-

rithmically scaled intensity distribution, see (e) and (f).

Despite the fact that the reflected angle exceeds the critical

angle towards the end of the channel, the WG still reaches

Imax¼ 66.7, underlining the substantial compression. For the

same parameters, but in a two-dimensional taper geometry,

the simulation yields Imax¼ 4206, as shown in (f).

In summary, tWGs have been designed based on FDSs,

fabricated and characterized by experiments with synchro-

tron radiation. A pre-focused monochromatic x-ray beam

was coupled into the front side of a tWG with an entrance

width matching the focal spot size. The beam coupled into

the WG was further compressed by propagation in the guid-

ing channel with linear taper, resulting in a gain of about one

order of magnitude over a straight channel waveguide.

Simulations for a two-dimensional cone geometry indicate

that gain values G ’ 104 could be reached by a WG tapered

in two dimensions, given future improvements in realizing

tapered profiles in both directions orthogonal to the optical

axis.
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FABRICATION

For a waveguide (WG) chip with air-filled channels, the employed cladding layer is Si and

guiding layer is air. The fabrication process is presented schematically in Fig. S1. One-side

polished 4 inch (100) Si-Wafers (University Wafer) with thickness of 1000±25µm have been

used as a substrate. A layer of a poly-methyl-methacrylate photoresist (A2 by MicroChem)

was spin-coated onto a silicon wafer at 1000rpm for 70s resulting in a thickness of about

400nm and subsequently structured by electron beam lithography using an electron dose of

600µC/cm2. For the development the illuminated sample was immersed into a 1:3 compound

of methylisobutylketone (MIBK) and isopropanol (IPA) at 4◦C for 30s and afterwards dipped

into IPA for another 30s to stop the development process before rinsing the sample with

nitrogen gas. The photoresist acts as an etching mask while transferring the structures into

the silicon wafer via reactive ion etching (RIE). Thereby a gas flow of 15sccm: 35sccm of

SF6 and CHF3 for etching and sidewall passivation was employed at a power of 100W for

50s (Plasmalab System 100, Oxford Instruments Plasma Technologies). Next, the mask was

removed by cleaning in an RCA bath consisting of an 5:1:1 aqueous solution of deionized

H2O, NH4OH and H2O2 at 65◦C for 15min . The scanning electron micrographs in Fig. S1(b)

show the quality of the etched structure and that the desired taper-shape can be achieved.

The following steps are hydrophilic wafer bonding under cleanroom conditions and annealing

at 750◦C for 2h in an air atmosphere. A detailed description of the fabrication steps and

parameters for WG chips can also be found in Neubauer et al. (2014). The sample was finally

cut to a length L depending on the requirements of the experiment, in particular the photon

energy. For the results reported here, a length of L = 5mm for a photon energy of 13.8keV

was chosen. The cross-sections after dicing, meaning the scanning electron micrographs for

the entrance and exit side of a WG, are shown in Figs. S1(c) and S1(d) for a tapered

waveguide (tWG) and a 2DWG, respectively. The entrance and exit size are 334nm (width)
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×69nm (depth) and 73nm (width) × 51nm (depth) for the tWG, and 74nm (width) × 70nm

(depth) and 75nm (width) × 50nm (depth) for the straight one.
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Figure S 1: (a) Fabrication steps for an air-filled tWG, involving e-beam lithography and develop-

ment, pattern transfer by reactive ion etching, capping by wafer bonding, and dicing. (b) Scanning

electron micrographs exhibit the taper-shape after etching process. Also scanning electron micro-

graphs of the entrance and exit side of (c) the tapered and (d) the 2D WG after dicing are shown.

Scale bars: 100nm.

CHARACTERIZATION

The fabricated structure consists of orientation WGs (one-dimensional planar WGs) for

facilitating the alignment, labeled as ’O’, straight channel WGs (two-dimensional straight

channel WGs) labeled as ’S’, and several groups of tWGs. The entrance widths of the tWGs

range from 600nm down to 150nm, labeled as A, B, C, and D. The exit widths of the tWGs

ranges from 200nm down to 30nm, written as subscripts (1-8). For 2DWGs, the width of

the straight channel varies in the same manner as the exit size of the tWGs. All details are

shown in Tab. SI.
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(a) Entrance width [nm]

Group label A B C D

Entrance width 600 450 300 150

(b) Exit width [nm]
PPPPPPPPPPPPPP
Group label

WGs number
1 - 2 3 - 4 5 - 6 7 - 8

A,B,C 200 100 60 30

Exit width 100 60 30 -

(c) Channel Width
PPPPPPPPPPPPPP
Group label

WGs number
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

S [nm] 200 200 100 100 60 60 30 30

O [µm] 50 30 10 1 1 5 30 30

(d) Taper angle θ [µrad]
PPPPPPPPPPPPPP
Group label

WGs number
1 - 2 3 - 4 5 - 6 7 - 8

A 40 50 0.054 57

B 25 35 39 42

C 10 20 24 27

D 5 9 12 -

S,O 0 0 0 0

Table S I: Design parameters: (a) The entrance widths of the tWGs range from 600nm down to

150nm. (b) The exit widths of the tWGs range from 200nm down to 30nm. (c) The width of the

orientation and straight channel varies in the same manner as the exit width of the tWGs. (d) The

taper angles θ of the WGs.
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Figure S 2: (a) The schematic of a WG chip with (b) schematic cross section at exit side. (c) The

aligned structure is translated through the focus of the KB-mirror system to locate the positions

of the individual WG channels. The WG exit flux is plotted in logarithmic scale.
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Figure S 3: Far-field intensities depending on the exit size of the WGs, using a WG chip of a length

L=5mm. The intensity (logarithmic plot) was recorded within 1 second. Detector: Pilatus 300K,

ROI: 170px × 170px. Scale bars: 5mm.

The measurements were performed at the Nano-focus endstation EH2 (the Göttingen

Instrument for Nano-Imaging with X-rays, GINIX) of the P10 beamline at the PETRA

III synchrotron facility in Hamburg (DESY). The beam was prefocused by KB-mirror. The

WG chip was placed into the focal plane of the KB-mirror. The sample holder system offers

three translational degrees of freedom x (perpendicular to the propagation direction), y
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full WGs label B4 A8 C7 D3 S6

WGs label (manuscript) B A C D S

D (nm) [H×V] 478× 65 686× 67 334× 69 180× 70 74× 70

d (nm) [H×V] 168× 65 136× 63 73× 51 78× 50 75× 50

θ (µrad) 31 55 26.1 10.2 0.1

IWG (cps) 4.11× 108 4.08× 108 2.69× 108 8.49× 107 3.34× 107

TExp (%) 1.56 1.51 0.96 0.49 0.47

Table S II: It shows the performance of WGs with different geometry. θ, IWG, and TExp are taper

angle, integrated intensity, and transmission rate for WGs, respectively.

(perpendicular to the propagation direction) and z (parallel to the propagation direction) as

well as three rotational degrees of freedom around the x-, y-, and z-axis. The far-field images

were recorded using a CCD detector (Pilatus 300K, 172×172µm2 pixel size) placed 5.1m

behind the WG chip. The flux of the far-field image within the KB-mirror is approximately

I0 = 7.32 × 1010 ph/s. The focal spot size of the KB was both about 295nm (FWHM) in

horizontal and 181nm (FWHM) in vertical directions, measured by scanning the WG across

the beam in x- and y- direction.

Figure S2(a) shows the schematic of a WG chip with one orientation WG and two tWGs.

The arrangement of the imbedded WGs with different design parameters on the silicon wafer

are shown in Fig. S2(b). The aligned structure is translated through the focus of the KB-

mirror system to locate the positions of the individual WG channels. The corresponding

transmitted intensities of these WGs are shown in Fig. S2(c). The spacing between the

tWGs is 50µm which is much larger than the focal beam size. According to these results, all

WGs are able to transmit the incoming x-ray beam. This demonstrates that the fabrication

process is highly reliable.

Figure S3 shows far-field images of WGs with different entrance widths but comparable

channel depths at exit size. The size of the WGs, WG labels, and corresponding flux (IWG)

and transmission rates (TEXP.) are shown in Tab. SII. Regarding the reduction of the channel

width and comparable channel depth at the exit position, an obvious change can be observed

in the far-field images. For the WG with the broadest lateral exit size (tWG: B4), vertical

stripes can be observed at the center of the far-field diffraction pattern (see Fig. S3(a)).
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Figure S 4: Ray tracing inside a

tWG.

The recorded patterns exhibit a characteristic far-field image depending on the number of

guided modes, respectively the channel size. The far-field diffraction images of the WGs with

similar exit size, shown in Figs. S3(c)-(e) are more homogeneous compared to the other two

far-field patterns (see Figs. S3(a)-(b)). Regarding the exit flux and exit size, the WG C7 is

well suited for x-ray imaging experiments.

MULTIPLE REFLECTION IN A TAPERED WAVEGUIDE

A ray tracing inside a tWG is shown in Fig. S4. The incident angle, tapered angle,

nth reflected angle, and the angle between incident beam and z-axis are α, θ, θn, and βn,

respectively.

θ1 = θ + α β1 = 2θ + α

θ2 = 3θ + α β2 = 4θ + α

θ3 = 5θ + α β3 = 6θ + α
...

...

θn = (2n− 1)θ + α βn = 2nθ + α

The geometrical relations of nth reflected angle θn and βn are given by α and θ. The

coordinate of nth reflection (zn, xn) can be calculated by the equations below.

z1 x1 = (−1)1−1(
D

2
− z1tanθ)

z2 =
D + z1(tanβ1 − tanθ)

(tanβ1 + tanθ)
x2 = (−1)2−1(

D

2
− z2tanθ)

z3 =
D + z2(tanβ2 − tanθ)

(tanβ2 + tanθ)
x3 = (−1)3−1(

D

2
− z3tanθ)

...
...

zn =
D + zn−1(tanβn−1 − tanθ)

(tanβn−1 + tanθ)
xn = (−1)n−1(

D

2
− zntanθ)
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Figure S 5: SEM pictures before wafer bonding: (a) NEW protocol and (b) OLD protocol. Scale

bars: 100nm. Far-field images of WGs with (a) straight channel and (d) tapered channel using

NEW fabrication protocol. Scale bars: 2mm.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN THE FABRICATION PROTOCOL YIELDING

HIGH TRANSMISSION

In fact, after obtaining the results shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of the manuscript, further

improvements in the fabrication protocol regarding in particular wafer bonding under in-

ert gas atmosphere and changes in the exposure protocol were implemented. The channel

boundaries in Fig. S5(a) (NEW protocol) are of better quality than in Fig. S5(b) (OLD pro-

tocol), which shows a wavy contour. The parameters changed in the fabrication protocols

are listed in Tab. SIII. Along with the better controlled channel shape, a significantly higher

transmission T was measured, see Tab. SIV and Figs. S5(c,d) for the measured far-field

pattern of a (c) straight and (d) a tapered channel fabricated by the NEW protocol. Note

that due to shutdown of PETRA III, a different synchrotron setup was used for these ad-

ditional measurements, namely the upgraded ID01 beamline at ESRF (Grenoble, France),

using the E = 8 keV undulator beam, focused into the entrance of the channels by a Fresnel

zone plate (FZP). The focal spot size was 305 nm×162 nm (H×V , FWHM values), with a

total intensity of I0 ' 8.84 − 8.66 × 109ph/s, depending on the alignment conditions and

ring current. The far-field diffraction patterns were recorded at high resolution with a pixel

detector (Maxipix,ESRF) of 55µm pixel size, mounted on a diffractometer at a distance of

750mm.
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SEM label protocol photoresist spin-coating etching time wafer bonding TExp(%)

Fig. S5(a) NEW 679.04 (Allresist) 2000 rpm for 70 sec 160 sec 1000◦C for 4 h 20 ∼ 40

Fig. S5(b) OLD A2(MicroChem) 1000 rpm for 70 sec 50 sec 750◦C for 2 h 0.5 ∼ 2

Table S III: Changes in the fabrication protocol, leading to significantly improved transmission. In

addition, in the NEW protocol the annealing of the wafer bonding was carried out in inert gas (N2

at a pressure of 300mbar, Nabertherm, P330), replacing air used in the OLD protocol.

Far-field images type D (nm) [H×V] d (nm) [H×V] IWG (cps) TExp(%)

Figure S5(c) straight channel 109 × 85 96 × 89 7.2×108 43.95

Figure S5(d) tapered channel 279 × 125 96 × 83 1.5×109 23.81

Table S IV: It shows the information and performance of WGs with different geometry. The flux

of the incident beam is approximately I0 ' 8.84− 8.66× 109ph/s. The beam size was both about

305nm(FWHM) in horizontal and 162nm(FWHM) in vertical direction.

[1] H. Neubauer, S. Hoffmann, M. Kanbach, K. Giewekemeyer, S. Kalbfleisch, S.P. Krüger, and

T. Salditt, ”High aspect ratio x-ray waveguide channels fabricated by e-beam lithography and

wafer bonding,”J. Appl. Phys. 115, 214305 (2014).
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This paper reports on the fabrication and characterization of X-ray waveguide

beamsplitters. The waveguide channels were manufactured by electron-beam

lithography, reactive ion etching and wafer bonding techniques, with an empty

(air) channel forming the guiding layer and silicon the cladding material. A

focused synchrotron beam is efficiently coupled into the input channel. The

beam is guided and split into two channels with a controlled (and tunable)

distance at the exit of the waveguide chip. After free-space propagation and

diffraction broadening, the two beams interfere and form a double-slit

interference pattern in the far-field. From the recorded far-field, the near-field

was reconstructed by a phase retrieval algorithm (error reduction), which was

found to be extremely reliable for the two-channel setting. By numerical

propagation methods, the reconstructed field was then propagated along the

optical axis, to investigate the formation of the interference pattern from the two

overlapping beams. Interestingly, phase vortices were observed and analysed.

1. Introduction

In the visible range, waveguides are of paramount importance

for different optical manipulations, such as filtering, confining,

guiding, coupling or splitting of beams. In contrast, for X-rays,

waveguide optics are much less developed. X-ray waveguide

development started with demonstrations of propagation in

planar (straight) waveguide structures fabricated by thin film

deposition (Spiller, 1974; Feng et al., 1995; Lagomarsino et al.,

1996; Zwanenburg et al., 1999; Pfeiffer et al., 2000; Prudnikov,

2003; Bongaerts et al., 2001; Pelliccia et al., 2005), followed by

the development of two-dimensional channel waveguides

(Pfeiffer et al., 2002; Jarre et al., 2005), which has posed

tremendous challenges in fabrication. However, recent

progress in lithography and wafer bonding (Neubauer et al.,

2014; Chen et al., 2015; Bartels et al., 2015), in combination

with numerical simulation and experimental setups, has

helped to overcome long-standing restrictions. Presently,

advanced X-ray waveguides will begin to provide much more

functionalities than filtering the mode structure of a

synchrotron beam (Osterhoff & Salditt, 2011), such as beam

concentration by tapering (Chen et al., 2015) or guiding beams

around a bend (Salditt et al., 2015).

In this work, we introduce an important new functionality

using X-ray waveguides, namely that of a beamsplitter.

Simulations and experiments show that efficient splitting and

guiding to selected exit distances are possible, opening up a

new form of nano-interferometer. Previous work has already

stressed the advantages of miniaturized X-ray interferometers

for phase measurements at the nanoscale (Snigirev et al.,

2009), extending the classical Bonse–Hart interferometer

concept (Bonse & Hart, 1965). In Snigirev et al. (2009), X-ray
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interferometers were realized based on a silicon bilens, i.e. by

a pair of compound refractive lenses (CRL) etched into

silicon. Instead of the CRL bilens, we here demonstrate the

approach of X-ray waveguide beamsplitters. In contrast to

refractive or diffractive optics, X-ray waveguides are essen-

tially non-dispersive optical components, and are thus also

suitable for broader bandpass radiation and for ultra-short

pulses. Furthermore, the beamsplitter can be combined with

coherence (mode filtering) and the direction of the exit beams

can be manipulated. Already in Fuhse et al. (2006) we have

shown that two adjacent waveguide beams can be used for off-

axis holographic imaging, but in that work the two channels

did not emerge from a single input channel as we have now

realized in the present work. An advanced fabrication scheme

with improved lithography, etching and wafer bonding steps

has now paved the way to realizing X-ray optics on a chip.

Towards this goal, efficient X-ray beamsplitters as demon-

strated here will be indispensable components.

2. Experiments

2.1. Fabrication of beamsplitters

The waveguiding structures were fabricated according to

the protocol described by Neubauer et al. (2014) with further

optimizations resulting in higher transmission values of the

waveguide channels. A silicon wafer (MaTeck) with a

diameter of 10 cm was covered with an electron-beam resist

(ARP 679.04, Allresist) by spin coating (Optispin SB20, Sister

Semiconductor Equipment GmbH) the solution at

2000 r min�1 for 70 s followed by a post-baking step (453 K for

90 s). The beamsplitting patterns were brought into the resist

by electron-beam lithography (e-LiNE, Raith). A develop-

ment procedure was performed, dipping the wafer into a

mixture of methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and 2-propanol

(IPA) in a ratio of 1:3 at 273 K for 30 s. To stop the removal of

the resist, the wafer was immersed in pure IPA at room

temperature and kept there for 30 s. The electron-beam resist

serves as a mask for reactive ion etching (PlasmaLab, Oxford)

for 160 s. The structures were transferred into the wafer

utilizing 10 sccm:40 sccm (where sccm = standard cubic

centimetres per minute) of SF6 and CHF3 for etching and

sidewall passivation (Legtenberg, 1995). After cleaning the

etched wafer employing ammonia (32%), hydrogen peroxide

(30%) and deionized water [1:1:5, RCA cleaning procedure

(Kern & Werner, 2008)], a second wafer was manually put on

top of the first one, embedding the etched structures (see Fig.

1b). The wafers were inspected using an infrared camera to

detect voids in the contact surface of the wafers. The final

wafer bonding took place in an oven (L 3/11/P330, Naber-

516 Hoffmann-Urlaub and Salditt � Miniaturized X-ray beamsplitters Acta Cryst. (2016). A72, 515–522
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Figure 1
Experimental geometry. (a) Finite differences simulation of a beamsplitter. (b) Top view SEM image of a splitting structure before wafer bonding. Scale
bar denotes 1 mm. (c)–(f) SEM images of the exit side of beamsplitters with different spacings S. Scale bars denote 100 nm. (g) Schematic of the
experimental geometry showing the coupling of the focused X-ray beam into the entrance of the beamsplitter, the subsequent guiding in the two
channels, the free-space propagation behind the chip, and finally the far-field detector at a distance D. The far-field pattern shows the characteristic
double-slit interference pattern, modulated with features of the waveguide modal structure. Arrows mark bifurcations in the interference fringes (fork-
shaped structures). Length and angles are not to scale. (h) Enlarged view of the interference pattern with a sinusoidal fit to the intensity oscillations. (i)
Scan in the y direction indicating the position of different beamsplitters which have all been defined on the same chip with different geometric
parameters, and which can be selected by translating the chip in the FZP focus. Detailed scan profile of a single channel with a width (FWHM) of
282.6 nm giving an upper limit for the beam size in the horizontal direction.
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therm) in a nitrogen atmosphere at 1273 K for 4 h, resulting in

covalent bonds between the wafers. Finally the waveguide chip

was diced (DAD320, Disco) to the chosen geometry, leaving

the entrances and exits of the channels open (see Figs. 1c–1f).

2.2. Experimental setup

The experiments were carried out at the upgraded undu-

lator beamline ID01 of the European Synchrotron Radiation

Facility (ESRF). The monochromatic beam of 8 keV photon

energy [horizontal Si(111) double-crystal monochromator]

was prefocused by a beryllium CRL with a radius of 500 mm

and then focused by a tungsten Fresnel zone plate (FZP) with

outermost zone width �r ¼ 70 nm and diameter 300 mm. A

central stop of 50 mm and an order sorting aperture (OSA)

were used to prepare a clean first-order focus with a spot size

of 224 nm (horizontal) � 244 nm (vertical) (full width at half-

maximum, FWHM), measured by scanning a straight channel

with a size of 170 � 114 nm across the beam. The primary

intensity of the beam was I0 ’ 1:1110 counts s�1 for a ring

current of 188 mA. The waveguide chip was aligned in the

focal spot of the FZP, using three lateral and three rotational

degrees of freedom, enabling an optimized perpendicular

coupling of the beam into the front side of the waveguide

channel. At D = 1.386 m behind the chip, the far-field patterns

were recorded by a two-dimensional pixel detector (Maxipix,

ESRF, with 516 � 516 pixels with a size of 55 � 55 mm) (see

Fig. 1i).

Fig. 1(b) illustrates the splitting geometry showing a top

view of a channel with S = 30 mm. For the channels investi-

gated here, the opening angle � of the two channels is in the

order of 1–2.5 mrad. Figs. 1(c)–1(f) show scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) images of the exit side of several beam-

splitters with different channel spacings S. Examples with

spacings from 0.774 to 1.750 mm are presented. In Fig. 1(g) a

schematic of the measurement setup is displayed. The beam is

focused by an FZP and coupled into the beamsplitter at the

focal spot. When propagating in the splitter, the beam is split

into two channels, each with a width of 103 � 118 nm,

corresponding to half of the area of the in-coupling region.

After exiting the waveguide chip, the two X-ray beams

propagate in air and interfere along the way towards the

research papers
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Figure 2
Finite differences simulations. (a) Intensity of a wavefield within the waveguide. The dashed lines mark the channel boundaries. The enlarged part
displays the region where the wave is coupled in; note the large aspect ratio of 1:100. (b) Phase of the guided radiation inside the structure. Near-field
propagations of the exit fields are shown for the simulated beamsplitter (c) and for a wavefield reconstructed from experimental far-field data (d). Cross
sections of the wavefield (a) in the channels, shown in phase (e) and in intensity (f) at 1 mm upstream from the waveguide exit. (g) Slice through the
propagated near-field, at a distance of 2 mm behind the waveguide exit. For (e)–(g) the scale bars denote 0.1 mm. All intensities are normalized and
plotted on a logarithmic scale; the phases are given in units of radian.
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detector, developing the far-field pattern of alternating

vertical stripes as expected from a classical double-slit inter-

ference (Young, 1802). The distance between two neigh-

bouring maxima �measured is quantified by a sinusoidal fit to the

intensity profiles (Fig. 1h). On closer examination, fork-like

structures are observed in some locations in the pattern

(marked with arrows), appearing as defects of the otherwise

regular sinusoidal oscillations. These features are associated

with discontinuities in the phase as investigated further below.

The low-frequency oscillations in the pattern arise from the

mode structure of the beams which will be discussed in the

next section. Several beamsplitters on one chip are scanned

along in the lateral direction (Fig. 1i). Table 1 lists the

complete data set of all measured beamsplitters. The size of

the incoupled beam can be rechecked from a Gaussian fit to a

scan using one splitter, yielding an FWHM of 282.6 nm. Since

the entrance width of the beamsplitter is larger, this value is

slightly larger than 224 nm – estimated from a scan with a

straight reference channel (see the description of the setup).

For beamsplitters with a spacing S > 1.75 mm, the inter-

ference pattern cannot be resolved at the detector, since the

oscillation period �measured in the pattern is below 110 mm and

the pixel size is 55 mm. From geometric relations along with

the condition for constructive interference, the period of the

interference pattern at the distance of the detector can be

calculated using the design spacings S verified by SEM

inspection. The design period of the diffraction pattern is

�designed ¼ ��D=S, where � = 0.155 nm denotes the wave-

length and D the distance between waveguide and detector.

To obtain the experimental value �measured, 20 neighbouring

slices in the measured far-field pattern are horizontally

summed, followed by a subtraction of the multiple Gaussian-

shaped background. The latter is the result of the low-

frequency mode structure (see Fig. 1g). Afterwards, the

oscillations are fitted to a sine function. The deviations

between the design and measured periods are smaller than

4.2%. The transmission of the splitters is calculated by

comparing the intensity of the (FZP) beam to the detected far-

field pattern of the waveguide, both normalized by the beam

size and channel size of the entrance side, respectively.

Depending on the channel, the transmission lies in the range

of 16–35% which is one third of the theoretical value of 93.9%

at 8 keV. This difference can be explained by the fact that

the channel walls are assumed to be atomically flat in the

simulation, but show micro roughnesses in the range of a

few nanometres (Osterhoff & Salditt, 2009). Furthermore,

roughness and imperfections in the splitting region may lead

to additional loss mechanisms not accounted for in the idea-

listic simulations. Exemplarily, the analysis for a channel with

S = 0.774 mm will now be presented in more detail, starting

with numerical simulations of the wavefield inside and outside

the channels.

3. Numerical simulations of beamsplitters

Fig. 2 presents the finite differences simulations (Melchior,

2016) of the beamsplitter with S = 0.774 nm. In Figs. 2(a) and

2(b) intensity and phase inside the waveguide are plotted.

Waves impinging on the waveguide chip are successively

absorbed by the silicon cladding. Within the guiding core that

is filled with air, the waves propagate through the 820 mm-long

chip. Impinging the channel boundaries beneath the critical

angle �crit: = 0.227� (Henke et al., 1993), the radiation is totally

reflected and thus guided through the splitter. When

exceeding the critical angle, the radiation leaks into the

cladding and is absorbed as well. This is clearly visible after a

guiding distance of 400 mm (see Figs. 2a, 2b). The angle of the

X-rays leaking into the cladding can be graphically estimated

to a value of 0.4�, which is clearly above the critical angle. The

X-rays leaving the channels at the exit side show a cone-

shaped geometry by diffraction while propagating in free

space; see the free-space simulations by Fresnel propagation

of the exit field shown in Fig. 2(c). As input for the Fresnel

propagation, we chose a combination of the exit wavefields

shown in Figs. 2(f) and 2(g), corresponding to a slightly

different chip length of 3 mm, which can occur if the splitter

geometry or the dicing plane are not perfect. In fact, this

choice (of slightly different channel length) gave the best

agreement with the propagation calculated for the experi-

mental near-field reconstructions shown in Fig. 2(d) for

comparison. The beam propagation along the optical axis as

shown in Fig. 2(c) indicates that the two cones start to inter-

fere after a propagation distance of about 200 mm, with the

exceptions of side streaks departing at higher angles (marked

by a dashed line), which already interfere after about 120 mm.

In contrast, for the near-field using the reconstructed exit wave

from the measured far-field data (Fig. 2d), the cones interfere

only after a distance of about 350 mm. Similarly to the near-

field in Fig. 2(c), a streak is visible that intersects the optical

axis at about 90 mm. As we discuss below, the opening angle of

diffraction depends on the confinement of the beam in the exit

plane, as given by the multi-modal interference rather than the

pure geometric cross section of the channel. This is illustrated
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Table 1
Beamsplitters with various spacings S of the exit channels and the
associated transmission values.

The design period �designed at the detector is calculated from geometric
relations. Note that periods �measured < 110 mm cannot be resolved, since the
pixel size of the detector is 55 mm.

Spacing S (mm) �designed (mm) �measured (mm) Transmission (%)

0.774 277.582 268.303 26.68
0.961 223.568 216.160 32.90
1.100 195.317 191.161 28.77
1.400 153.463 155.889 24.39
1.550 138.612 139.603 35.13
1.750 122.771 126.411 26.48
1.920 111.900 29.75
2.110 101.824 21.62
2.300 93.413 21.65
2.500 85.940 22.28
2.700 79.574 19.67
2.900 74.086 16.09
3.100 69.306 21.31
3.300 65.106 20.35
3.500 61.385 19.04
3.900 55.089 16.79
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in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f), showing intersections of the simulated

intensity and corresponding phase in a plane 1 mm upstream

from the exit plane of the waveguide. The exit waves of both

channels exhibit a flat phase and size of about 42 � 26 nm,

indicating an elongation in the y direction. These values

represent the FWHM quantified from Gaussian fits to the

intensity distributions in the y and z directions. The shape of

the beam still changes while propagating over the last microns

to the exit plane, owing to the complex mode structure inside

the channel. At 2 mm behind the waveguide exit (Fig. 2g), the

beam has a size of 35 � 28 nm, yielding an almost circular

cross section. Unconfined in free space, the shape of the beam

broadens as expected for propagation.

Next, we briefly cross-check by simple analytical calculation

the consistency of the values for beam divergence � (half

angle of the radiation cone) and beam confinement dbeam

(FWHM), in particular for the wavefield reconstructed from

the experimental far-field pattern. To this end, we compare our

values with the analytical solution of a Gaussian beam. Even if

a multi-modal waveguide beam is not particularly well

approximated by this simple model, it provides a useful

benchmark. Accordingly, the intensity in the exit plane can be

described as Iðx; rÞ ¼ I0ðxÞ exp½�2r2=wðxÞ2�, where I0 is the

peak field intensity, r ¼ ðy2 þ z2Þ1=2 is the radial distance from

the centre, w0 is the beam waist radius and wðxÞ is the half-

width parameter, where the intensity Iðx; 0Þ has decayed by a

factor of 1=e2 (Saleh & Teich, 1991). At a distance x0 the beam

intensity has decayed to half of its maximum; the beam radius

is r ¼ dbeam=2 and wðx0Þ ¼ 21=2w0. The half opening angle

� ¼ �=�w0 of the intensity cones can be calculated from the

wavelength � and the beam size in the exit plane of the

waveguide dbeam:

� ¼ �

�w0

¼ � 2ðln 2Þ1=2

� dbeam

:

In the simulated case, a beam size dbeam of about 45 nm in the y

direction results in an opening angle of �sim = 1.8 mrad. In the

two-beam setup this means that for S = 0.774 nm the beams

begin to intersect (and hence to interfere) at a distance of

190 mm, in good agreement with the observed 200 mm (see

Fig. 2c). For the field reconstructed from the measurements,

however, the beam sizes of the two channels are actually

different, namely 20 and 70 nm, as shown in the following

section, where the field reconstruction is presented.

4. Near-field reconstruction

In this section, the evolution of the near-field will be analysed

by retrieving the wavefield at the exit side of the channels from

the measured far-field pattern, using an error reduction

algorithm (Fienup, 1982). Fig. 3(a) presents the reconstructed

wavefield at the exit side of the waveguide that is overlaid with

the corresponding SEM image. For the reconstruction, a

support of two rectangular shaped boxes with the size and

distance according to the SEM measurements was chosen and

500 iterations were performed. The two reconstructed X-ray

beams exhibit a size of about 22 � 52 nm and 77 � 67 nm

(FWHM), respectively. Hence, while the left one shows an

elongation in the z direction, the right one is elongated along y
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Figure 3
Reconstructions. (a) The reconstructed wavefield overlaid with the SEM image at the exit plane of the sample and the corresponding phase (b); scale
bars denote 0.1 mm. (c) Measured far-field and (d) reconstructed far-field both in logarithmic scaling; scale bars denote 2 mm. (e)–(h) Slices through the
near-field at 50, 100, 200 and 400 mm behind the sample, respectively. Scale bars denote 0.2 mm; the phases are given in units of radian.
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(Fig. 3a). As described in the previous section, from a differ-

ence in the propagation length of only a few microns, a rota-

tion of the orientation in this manner may arise. The size and

the shape of the field correspond to the simulations shown in

Figs. 2(f) and 2(g). Furthermore, Fig. 3(b) shows that the phase

distributions in the source plane are flat in the regions where

the intensity is confined. In Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) the measured

and reconstructed far-field patterns are displayed. The general

shape of the intensity distribution and the frequency of the

oscillations are reproduced very well (see also Table 1). This is

quantified by a deviation of 1.4% between the two far-field

patterns (relative deviation averaged over all pixels). As a

further confirmation of the successful reconstruction, we see

that the algorithm has even reconstructed reasonable inten-

sities in the regions of the detector module gaps, where no

data were measured. The phase of the propagated radiation is

displayed at different distances in the near-field to demon-

strate how the interference of the two beams evolves. At

50 mm the two intensity cones have not

yet overlapped (Fig. 3e). After a

propagation length of 100 mm the beams

begin to interfere. In this process the

concentric phase distributions intersect

each other leading to discontinuities in

the phase field. At 200 mm (Fig. 3g) the

cones start to interact and at 400 mm

(Fig. 3h) the far-fields have penetrated

each other completely. The far-field is

fully developed and does not change in

general shape anymore, but only grows

larger during further propagation.

5. Phase vortices

For distances between 200 and 400 mm

behind the waveguide exit, shown in

Figs. 4(a)–4(d), the intensity and the

contour lines of the phases (iso-phases,

at 2� intervals) are plotted simulta-

neously. The position of one phase

discontinuity is followed in three

dimensions through the propagation,

indicated by an arrow. At first, the

discontinuity moves upwards between

two intensity fringes. In Fig. 4(c) a fork-

like structure begins to form and is fully

developed in Fig. 4(d). On closer

examination, the contour lines are

discontinuous forming a dead end, see

Figs. 4(d) and 4(f). The contour lines

end in intensity minima (core).

Comparing the intensity distribution

and phase (see Figs. 4e and 4f), discon-

tinuities in the phase are accompanied

by zeros in the intensity (White et al.,

1991; Baumann & Galvez, 2007). To

display this more clearly, an intensity

profile perpendicular to the grating

direction along the line is shown in Fig.

4(g); the corresponding phase is plotted

on the right axis. In general, the phase

discontinuities deform the intensity

pattern by bending the fringes (Nye,

1999; Bogatyryova et al., 2003). If steep

phase gradients occur at positions

where there is a maximum in the inter-
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Figure 4
Vortex analysis. (a)–(d) Near-field at 200, 250, 300 and 400 mm behind the waveguide exit,
respectively. The arrows mark the evolution of a phase discontinuity; scale bars denote 0.1 mm. (e)
Intensity and (f) phase at a distance of 400 mm behind the waveguide exit. The black arrow marks
the same fork as in (d) and the grey arrow indicates the position of the anti-vortex; both are
additionally highlighted in the insets. (g) Intensity profile extracted from (e) along the line. The
corresponding phase is shown on the right axis. (h) Phase profiles from (f) along the dashed paths in
the enlarged views.
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ference pattern, the wavefield forms an extra fringe. In those

forks one fringe is twinned, which can be described analo-

gously to an edge dislocation (Nye & Berry, 1974) with a phase

singularity at the centre (core). This optical phenomenon is

called a phase vortex. At the core, the complex amplitude

equals zero and the phase is not defined (Kitchen et al., 2004).

In Fig. 4(f) the region of the core and a closed loop L around it

are shown in higher magnification. Furthermore, we can

observe an anti-vortex associated with the vortex described

above (see grey arrow). At this vortex, the phase winds in the

opposite direction – relative to the first vortex, see also the

insets. Two neighbouring vortices with opposite helicity are

indicative for a characteristic ‘hairpin’ dislocation line, pier-

cing twice through the same optical plane (Berry, 1998; Dennis

et al., 2009). In Fig. 4(h) the phase � plotted along L shows the

expected phase jumps of 2� when circuiting the vortices.

According to Takahashi et al. (2013) we can writeI
r�� dL ¼ 2�m with m ¼ �1;�2;�3; . . . ð1Þ

where m is called the topological charge of the singularity

(Gbur & Visser, 2003). For the vortex depicted in Fig. 4(f) m =

+1 (Basistiy et al., 1995) and this is (apart from the sign) also

the case for all vortices in the entire far-field, since only forks

with two rakes were observed. The anti-vortex carries the

opposite charge. Optical vortices are quite common in the

regime of visible wavelengths (Coullet et al., 1989; White et al.,

1991) and were described for the first time for X-rays by Peele

et al. (2002).

6. Conclusion

We have studied the optical performance of waveguide

beamsplitters by recording far-field patterns and carrying out

subsequent reconstructions of the near-field by phase retrieval

techniques. In this way, we could analyse characteristic struc-

tures of the optical field, in particular the evolution of inter-

ference fringes and phase vortices. Complementing the

previously demonstrated two-dimensionally confined channels

in silicon in straight (Neubauer et al., 2014; Bartels et al., 2015)

and tapered geometries (Chen et al., 2015), we have hence

demonstrated beamsplitters as advanced X-ray optics with a

precisely controlled exit spacing. The efficient transport of

radiation by guiding in the beamsplitters, as first studied by

numerical simulation, was perfectly confirmed experimentally.

Notably, the near-field reconstructed from the recorded far-

field pattern was found to be in good agreement with the

simulations, assuming a slight asymmetry in the length of

about 3 mm between the two exit channels. The details

reproduced from the phase retrieval and its robustness were

surprising, given the fact that single-waveguide field recon-

structions by the error reduction algorithms often exhibit high

sensitivity to initialization and the precise choice of the

support. In contrast, we experienced a much higher reliability

of the phase retrieval in the present scenario of two interfering

beams. This can be taken as an indication that the structured

illumination of samples by the two beams may possibly

provide some interesting advantages for coherent imaging.

Certainly, the beamsplitters provide a novel tool for inter-

ferometry and absolute determination of the phase (Momose,

1995). In contrast to the interferometer based on two adjacent

nano-CRLs (Snigirev et al., 2009), the present system can be

designed such that the mode structure is filtered and hence

coherence properties can be decoupled from the synchrotron

source. In the present experiment, we also found intricate

phase vortices, which are formed by the intersection of the two

beams. The observation of these interesting phase features is

clearly facilitated by the above-mentioned robust phase

retrieval setting, offering new perspectives for future work.

More geared towards applications, the beamsplitters could be

multiplied to deliver several daughter beams, all from the same

mother, in such a way that a single object could be imaged by

several beams, each with a different direction. The required

curvature of the segments can be easily supported by wave-

guiding if the channels are sufficiently narrow, as we have

shown recently (Salditt et al., 2015). Also, controlled structures

for time delay of ultra-fast free-electron laser pulses are

conceivable based on splitters and curved elements.
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Chapter 7

Summary and concluding
remarks

In this thesis, the fabrication and testing of two-dimensionally confined x-ray wave-
guides is presented involving e-beam lithography, reactive ion etching and wafer bond-
ing techniques (see chapter 2). The waveguides characterized here are front-coupling
devices consisting of an air-filled channel imbedded in a homogeneous silicon cladding.
Optimizations of the parameters of all process steps led to a fabrication scheme capa-
ble of producing waveguides in advanced geometries as well as arbitrary dimensions
down to cross-sectional areas in the range of 40 × 40 nm2 [see Chap., Fig. 1(e)]. As
shown in section 1.1, channels of these dimensions filter out one or several modes from
the incoming wave field, while the cladding absorbs evanescent radiation not guided
within the channel. To avoid parasitic radiation7 large aspect ratios of the waveguide
channel lengths in the range up to 1 : 106 are required. Although the channel length is
designed to absorb the radiation impinging onto the cladding for a certain wavelength,
they are also suitable for lower energies.
The wave fields in the exit plane of the waveguide channels, exhibit well defined di-
mensions of regions of highest intensity (modes) as well as flat phases, both evidenced
by reconstructions from the detected far-field patterns using the error reduction al-
gorithm (section 1.3). A coherent probe without wavefront errors is most suitable for
high resolution x-ray imaging. The near-field intensity distributions for various chan-
nel sizes and energies are in agreement with the finite difference simulations and the
electron-microscopy data, showing the high reliability of the gained results. The re-
trieval of the optical near-field is followed by propagation studies.
Besides single straight channels, a multitude of different geometries such as arrays
of parallel channels, beamsplitters, curved and tapered channels were fabricated and
their functionality was experimentally proven. Regarding the progress in optical per-
formance, straight waveguides with 100 × 100 nm2 channel size were fabricated with

7 For hard x-rays the transmission of an air filled channel (L ≤ 2 cm) is Tai r ≈ 1, while the absorbing cladding
(TSi ≈ 10−7) ensures for a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.
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transmissions of T = 30 %, note that the actual source size is smaller than 100 nm by
mode confinement [see regions of high intensity in Fig.1.17(c)]. Compared to the effi-
ciencies in table 1.1, waveguides are among the best performing optics demonstrating
the accuracy of the fabrication. Far-field patterns of channels with a large number of
different cross-sections are depicted within this work which clearly illustrates the filter-
ing process. While maintaining this property, a concentration of the wave field is addi-
tionally enabled by applying a tapered geometry as shown analytically and confirmed
by experiments [82, 50, 83]. The field enhancement is achieved by funneling a large en-
trance in the micron range down to an nanometer-sized exit [84]. Building on the high-
quality straight structures, tapered waveguides with a similar exit size of 98 × 83 nm2

revealed a virtual source as small as 23 × 24 nm2 (FWHM), while the intensity at the de-
tector was I = 1.45·1010 cps, corresponding to a transmission of T = 40 % (see Fig.1.10).
Amongst other things, the variety of possible geometries is demonstrated in form of
curved channels, which offered an x-ray beam deflected by 0.6◦ from the optical axis
(see Fig. 1.12). Unlike in previous publications [71], channels confined in two dimen-
sions are presented in chapters 1.2.4 and 3. Hence, the waveguide exit field and the
primary beam are clearly separated for the first time. Furthermore, gratings and beam-
splitters are characterized, revealing double-slit far-field patterns with well controlled
periodicities as well as phase singularities as interesting optical features. As argued in
chapter 6, optical vortices are a well known and extensively examined subject in the
regime of visible light, but are less common in x-ray optics. In the following paragraph,
the view on vortices is completed in a more figuratively way and investigations on these
phase singularities in the x-ray regime are presented.

Figure 7.1: Phase vortices. (a) Schematic of a hairpin dislocation, reprinted from [85], with adaption to
the nomenclature within this work. (b) Experimentally reconstructed multi-valued phase map (modulo 2π)
in nominal focal plane 2.0 mm downstream of x-ray nanolenses, showing opposite-helicity branch points α
and β coincident with an x-ray vortex (β) and antivortex (α). Overlaid is a vector field, showing the vortical
behavior of the x-ray energy flow around the vortex-antivortex dipole, with a separation of 320 nm. Scale bar
denotes 150 nm. Image and caption are reproduced from [86].

In figure 7.1(a), the structure of a hairpin dislocation is depicted. A curved dislocation
line pierces the same optical plane

∑
twice, inducing two phase vortices with an oppo-

site helicity. The sense in which the phase increases, is marked by a loop surrounding
the singularity. This kind of phase singularity is characterized in chapter 6, where the
feature is not only analyzed in a fixed far-field plane but also its evolution is followed
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up in three dimensions while the wave field is propagated (see Fig. 3). In doing so, the
intensity distribution in relation to the phase dislocations is investigated. In agreement
with the theoretical framework, phase singularities are connected to zeros in intensity,
since the phase is not defined when Ψ = 0. However, in literature, other parts of the
wave field were not considered in detail so far. In particular, it is observed here that
(steep) gradients in the phase are correlated with minima in intensity (see Fig. 6.4).
This is quantified by comparing profiles of the phase and intensity distribution ob-
tained at the same position through the wave field. For each of the two vortices the
predicted phase jump of 2π or -2π, respectively, was verified by studying a closed loop
in the phase field around the singularity. Revealing opposite helicity of the phase, the
two features are clearly identified as vortex and associated antivortex. The appearance
of the wave field in this region is similar to the vortex/antivortex pair in the data set in
figure 7.1(b). There, white arrows point in the direction of the energy flux in the field,
adequately qualifying the sense of rotation of the phase.
Starting in 1950 [87], vortices were firstly recognized as an interesting optical phe-
nomenon and their generation and characterization has been an often frequented topic
since then. Making use of the unique properties of this feature, vortices are nowadays
used for manipulation of matter, as for example in the form of optical tweezers and
traps [88].
Exploiting the small size of the channels, x-ray waveguides can also be used as diag-
nostic tools to verify that the optical instruments perform properly (see section 1.4).
Due to their dimension they can for example be used for knife edge scans.
The nano-sized quartz channels can also be applied in other research areas, for exam-
ple as nanofluidic devices using quartz only, or in combination with silicon [89] and
also to investigate biomolecular dynamics such as unfolding of single DNA-molecules
[90]. The adaption of the process steps to the insulating quartz was managed by us-
ing an additional (conducting) resist during lithography [91]. Germanium on the other
hand can be utilized to fabricate micron-sized (hard) x-ray apertures with a high qual-
ity surface and tunable dimension, to efficiently block higher diffraction orders or the
primary beam, thus providing an improved signal-to-noise ratio. Transferring the manu-
facturing process from silicon to germanium enabled also the fabrication of wave-
guides with a much shorter length, for a comparable channel quality (see chapter 3,
[92]), hence, less affected by real-structure effects such as surface roughness. The lat-
ter limits the transmission of waveguide channels and is introduced by inaccuracies
within the fabrication process at the lithography, development and etching steps. To
a minor degree, those defects are compensated by diffusion during the high tempera-
ture annealing, which however affects a shrinkage and even may cause blocked regions
within the channel. The surface quality may be enhanced by anisotropic etching. For
Si {110} a potassium hydroxide (KOH) dip results in steep and smooth vertical profiles
[93].
For roughness not smoothed out during the heating step or removed by anisotropic
etching, finite difference simulations may help to evaluate the impact of the defective
structures in more detail [66]. For this, a new model has to be developed to implement
roughness on different length scales into the numerical simulations.
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In summary, the precisely controlled fabrication of waveguides enables the adapta-
tion of the channel dimensions to the specific experimental requirements in high-
resolution x-ray imaging, and furthermore, it provides a first step towards optics on
a chip [71] in the form of reference beam holography, interferometry, time delay or
multiple-beam measurements, all making use of the flexibility in defining the chan-
nels path.



Appendix A

The waveguide universe

Figure 8: Overview over all samples utilized at synchrotron sources. The latter are identified by arrows.

In figure 8 all waveguide chips are shown, that have already been characterized at syn-
chrotron sources. Starting with SUN the chronological order of the chip fabrication
is conform to the sequence of the objects in our solar system pointing away from its
center. The chips named after moons were prepared directly after the corresponding
planets. The sole exception from this order is CERES, which was prepared at last.
The detailed list in table 8 also includes the chips that have not yet been utilized at
any x-ray source, but are well-documented. For the characterized waveguides the chip
length l , suited to the photon energy Eph , the maximum transmission Tmax , the chan-
nel geometry and the beamlines are itemized. At the x-ray source PETRA III at the
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), the Institute for X-ray Physics hosts the
GINIX (Göttingen Instrument for Nano-Imaging with X-rays) endstation at the P10
beamline, where many of the waveguides were introduced into the beam, the P03
beamline is also located at DESY. The other samples were taken to the European Syn-
chrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) to the beamlines BM20, ID01 and ID11.
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Apart from the geometry listed in table 8, every chip carries an array of straight chan-
nels with widths in the range of 50µm-50 nm, serving for aligning the chip with respect
to the incoming radiation (see a comprehensive description in [46] p. 101-107).
An example for a documentation sheet is shown in figure 9. Here, additionally to the
geometric dimensions and positions of the individual channels, the orientation of the
chip referring to the mounting system at the beamline is depicted.

Figure 9: Documentation sheet of a waveguide chip.





Appendix B

PyPropagate source code

In this section Python notebooks [53] are collected, covering various geometry types
(straight, grating, taper, splitter, delay-lines and curvatures) and analysis tools. Apart
from varying the angle of the incident wave field or the specific geometry parameters,
several tools are implemented: A Fourier transformation to gain access to the mode
occupation, the calculation of the Poynting vector to visualize the energy flux, a phase
unwrapper to identify and eliminate ambiguities in the phase, a module to detect the
position of the modes inside a channel and a free-space propagator to simulate the
wave field in the near-field regime behind the channels. Additionally, two complement
concepts are presented to circumvent the limits of the paraxial wave equation. For one
thing a gradient is added to the index of refraction (see section 1.2.4, and for another
the coordinate system is rotating during propagation.



















Grating

In [13]: wg.create_symbol("Spacing",pc.Symbol);
Spacing = pc.parameter("Spacing",0.3)
wg.Spacing = Spacing*units.um;

Define the index as refraction as a waveguide in vacuum.

In [19]: exprLeft = pc.And(abs(x)<=wg.r_wg, z<wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus)
exprRight = pc.Or(z>=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,z<=wg.Prefocus)

exprStraightTop5 = pc.And(z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,abs(y)<=wg.r_wg,
x>= 5*wg.Spacing-wg.r_wg,x<= 5*wg.Spacing+wg.r_wg)
exprStraightTop4 = pc.And(z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,abs(y)<=wg.r_wg,
x>= 4*wg.Spacing-wg.r_wg,x<= 4*wg.Spacing+wg.r_wg)
exprStraightTop3 = pc.And(z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,abs(y)<=wg.r_wg,
x>= 3*wg.Spacing-wg.r_wg,x<= 3*wg.Spacing+wg.r_wg)
exprStraightTop2 = pc.And(z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,abs(y)<=wg.r_wg,
x>= 2*wg.Spacing-wg.r_wg,x<= 2*wg.Spacing+wg.r_wg)
exprStraightTop1 = pc.And(z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,abs(y)<=wg.r_wg,
x>= 1*wg.Spacing-wg.r_wg,x<= 1*wg.Spacing+wg.r_wg)
exprStraightBottom1 = pc.And(z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,abs(y)<=wg.r_wg,
x>= 1*(-wg.Spacing)-wg.r_wg,x<= 1*(-wg.Spacing)+wg.r_wg)
exprStraightBottom2 = pc.And(z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,abs(y)<=wg.r_wg,
x>= 2*(-wg.Spacing)-wg.r_wg,x<= 2*(-wg.Spacing)+wg.r_wg)
exprStraightBottom3 = pc.And(z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,abs(y)<=wg.r_wg,
x>= 3*(-wg.Spacing)-wg.r_wg,x<= 3*(-wg.Spacing)+wg.r_wg)
exprStraightBottom4 = pc.And(z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,abs(y)<=wg.r_wg,
x>= 4*(-wg.Spacing)-wg.r_wg,x<= 4*(-wg.Spacing)+wg.r_wg)
exprStraightBottom5 = pc.And(z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,abs(y)<=wg.r_wg,
x>= 5*(-wg.Spacing)-wg.r_wg,x<= 5*(-wg.Spacing)+wg.r_wg)

inside_waveguide = pc.Or(pc.And(exprLeft, abs(y)<=wg.r_wg), exprRight,exprS
traightTop1,exprStraightTop2,exprStraightTop3,exprStraightTop4,exprStraight
Top5,exprStraightBottom1,exprStraightBottom2,exprStraightBottom3,exprStraig
htBottom4,exprStraightBottom5)                
s.n = pc.piecewise((n_Va,inside_waveguide),(n_Si,True))

Plot of the index of refraction for review.



In [20]: n = s.n.function; fig,(ax1,ax2) = plt.subplots(1,2,figsize=(10,4));
plot(n(s.x,0,s.z), settings, ax = ax1); plot(n(s.x,s.y,0.5*units.mm),settin
gs, ax = ax2);

In [22]: propagator = propagators.FiniteDifferences2D(settings)
field_2D=propagator.run_slice()[:]
plot((field_2D[-4*units.um:4*units.um,:]),figsize=(12,4));plot(np.angle(fie
ld_2D[-4*units.um:4*units.um,:]),figsize=(12,4));

propagating:|█████████████████████| 1299/1299 [2.6s < 0(0)s]]              

            



Taper

In [13]: alpha = wg.create_symbol("alpha",pc.Symbol);
Prefocus = wg.create_symbol("Prefocus",pc.Symbol);

#Parameter for Variation
wg.create_symbol("Entrance",pc.Symbol);
Entrance = pc.parameter("Entrance",1.5)
wg.Entrance = Entrance*units.um;

Define the index as refraction as a waveguide in vacuum.

In [17]: wg.alpha=pc.atan(((wg.Entrance-wg.Exit)/2)/wg.l_waveguide);
wg.WGR= ((wg.Entrance-wg.Exit)/2)-pc.tan(wg.alpha)*(z-wg.Prefocus);

inside_condition_ellipse = (x**2+y**2) <= wg.WGR**2
inside_condition_square = pc.Or(pc.Or(pc.And(abs(y)<=wg.WGR,abs(x)<=wg.WGR)
,(abs(x) <= wg.r_waveguide) & (abs(y) <= wg.r_waveguide), (z>=wg.Prefocus+w
g.l_waveguide+wg.Nachlauf)),z<=wg.Prefocus)

s.n = pc.piecewise((n_Va,inside_condition_square),(n_Si,True))

Plot of the index of refraction for review.

In [18]: n = s.n.function;
fig,(ax1,ax2) = plt.subplots(1,2,figsize=(10,4));
plot(n(s.x,0,s.z), settings, ax = ax1);plot(n(s.x,s.y,1*units.mm),settings,
ax = ax2);

1+1D simulation

In [19]: propagator = propagators.FiniteDifferences2D(settings)
A=range(0); E=range(0); C=range(0);D=range(0);W=range(0);F=range(0)



In [20]: steps = 2
for i in range(0,steps):

Entrance.set_value(0.4+ 0.5*i)
print "%sum" % Entrance.get_value()
field_2D=propagator.run_slice()[-2*units.um:2*units.um]
Parameter= "%sum" %(Entrance.get_value())  
plot(np.abs(field_2D[-1*units.um:1*units.um])**2,figsize=(10,3));

    
P=np.amax(np.amax(np.abs(field_2D[-5*units.nm:5*units.nm,1*units.mm:1.3

*units.mm])**2,axis=s.x));
In=(np.sum(np.abs(field_2D[-50*units.nm:50*units.nm,Prefocus])**2,axis=

s.x));
Out=(np.sum(np.abs(field_2D[-50*units.nm:50*units.nm,wg.Prefocus+wg.l_w

aveguide])**2,axis=s.x));   
A.append(P) # maximum Exit-Intensity
E.append(Entrance.get_value())
C.append(In)
D.append(Out)
F.append(Out/(In)*100) # Gain relative to a straight WG

print A    
print F

0.4um

propagating:|█████████████████████| 1299/1299 [0.8s < 0(0)s]]              

            

0.9um

propagating:|█████████████████████| 1299/1299 [0.7s < 0(0)s]]              

            

[10.40636316827916, 23.936939734715054]
[316.37876689555389, 637.69636408170209]



Splitter

In [3]: l_splitMin=wg.create_symbol("l_splitMin", 0*units.um);
l_splitMax=wg.create_symbol("l_splitMax", 0*units.um);  
Deltax_splitMax = wg.create_symbol("Deltax_splitMax", 1.387*units.um);
Deltax_splitMin = wg.create_symbol("Deltax_splitMin", -1.387*units.um);
Deltax_split=wg.create_symbol("Deltax_split",info="x Position where Split h
appens");
l_split=wg.create_symbol("l_split");  
tan_alpha=wg.create_symbol("tan_alpha");  

wg.create_symbol("alpha_split",pc.Symbol);
alpha_split = pc.parameter("alpha_split",0.02)
wg.alpha_split = alpha_split*units.degrees;

Define the index as refraction as a waveguide in vacuum.

In [6]: wg.Deltax_split = (wg.Deltax_splitMax + wg.Deltax_splitMin)/2
wg.l_split=(wg.l_splitMax+wg.l_splitMin)/2
wg.tan_alpha = pc.tan(wg.alpha_split)

exprLeft = pc.And(abs(x)<=wg.r_waveguide, z<l_split)
exprMidTop = pc.And(x-wg.Deltax_split>=wg.tan_alpha*(z-wg.l_split-wg.Prefoc
us)-wg.r_waveguide*pc.sqrt(1+wg.tan_alpha**2)+wg.r_waveguide, x-wg.Deltax_s
plit<=wg.tan_alpha*(z-wg.l_split-wg.Prefocus)+wg.r_waveguide*pc.sqrt(1+wg.t
an_alpha**2)+wg.r_waveguide)
exprMidBottom = pc.And(x-wg.Deltax_split>=-wg.tan_alpha*(z-wg.l_split-wg.Pr
efocus)-wg.r_waveguide*pc.sqrt(1+wg.tan_alpha**2)-wg.r_waveguide, x-wg.Delt
ax_split<=-wg.tan_alpha*(z-wg.l_split-wg.Prefocus)+wg.r_waveguide*pc.sqrt(1
+wg.tan_alpha**2)-wg.r_waveguide)
exprMid = pc.Or(pc.And(exprMidTop, z>=wg.l_split, z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Pref
ocus), pc.And(exprMidBottom, z>=wg.l_split, z<=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus))
exprRight = pc.Or(z>=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,z<=wg.Prefocus)

inside_waveguide = pc.Or(pc.And(pc.Or(exprLeft, exprMid), abs(y)<=wg.r_wave
guide), exprRight)#Or(exprLeft, exprMid)#, exprRight)
s.n = pc.piecewise((n_Va,inside_waveguide),(n_Si,True))

In [7]: n = s.n.function;fig,(ax1,ax2) = plt.subplots(1,2,figsize=(8,3));
plot(n(s.x,0,s.z), settings, ax = ax1);plot(n(s.x,s.y,0.8*units.mm),setting
s, ax = ax2);



1+1D simulation

In [8]: propagator = propagators.FiniteDifferences2D(settings)
E=range(0);S=range(0);V=range(0)

In [9]: steps = 1
for i in range(0,steps):

alpha_split.set_value(0.02 + 0.01*i)
print "%sdeg" % alpha_split.get_value()
field_2D=propagator.run_slice()[-5*units.um:5*units.um]
Variable= "%sdeg" %(alpha_split.get_value()*1000)  
plot(field_2D,figsize=(10,3));

In=(np.sum(np.abs(field_2D[-0.1*units.um:0.099*units.um,Prefocus])**2,a
xis=s.x));

Out=(np.sum(np.abs(field_2D[-4.50*units.um:4.5*units.um,wg.Prefocus+wg.
l_waveguide])**2,axis=s.x));

Distance=(np.tan(alpha_split.get_value()*(math.pi)/180)*1000*2)
V.append(alpha_split.get_value())
S.append(Out/(2*In)*100)
E.append(Distance) # Distance of exits

print S
print E

1+2D simulation

In [56]: solver = propagators.FiniteDifferences3D(settings)
field_3D = solver.run_slice()[:,:,:]

The full 3D animation field is stored as a global variable, delete it after usage to free memory on the host computer.

In [29]: #del field_3D

0.02deg

propagating:|███████████████████████| 999/999 [0.4s < 0(0)s]]              

            

[96.45031078445821]
[0.69813172915281019]



Free Space Propagation

In [55]: input_field = field_3D[-1*units.um:1*units.um,-0.1*units.um:0.1*units.um,10
00*units.um]
fig,(ax1,ax2) = plt.subplots(1,2,figsize=(15,5));
plot(field_3D[:,0,:], ax = ax1);
plot(input_field, ax = ax2);

In [30]: vacuum_settings = presets.settings.create_next_settings(settings)
presets.boundaries.set_initial(vacuum_settings,presets.boundaries.add_paddi
ng(input_field,1.5))
vacuum_settings.wave_equation.n = 1
vacuum_settings.simulation_box.sz = 500 * units.um
vacuum_settings.simulation_box.Nz = 100

In [31]: propagator = propagators.Fresnel3D(vacuum_settings)
nearfield = propagator.run_slice()[:,:,:]

propagating:|█████████████████████████| 99/99 [8.6s < 0(0)s]]              

           



In [35]: fig,(ax1,ax2) = plt.subplots(1,2,figsize=(10,5));
plot(np.log10(np.abs(nearfield[-1*units.um:1*units.um,0,:])**2),ax = ax1,cm
ap ='jet');
plot(np.log10(np.abs(nearfield[-2*units.um:2*units.um,-0.5*units.um:0.5*uni
ts.um,5*units.um+wg.l_waveguide])**2),ax = ax2);
fig,(ax1,ax2) = plt.subplots(1,2,figsize=(10,5));
plot(np.angle(nearfield[-1*units.um:1*units.um,0,:]),ax = ax1, cmap ='hsv')
;
plot(np.angle(nearfield[-1*units.um:1*units.um,-0.5*units.um:0.5*units.um,5
*units.um+wg.l_waveguide]),ax = ax2, cmap ='hsv');



Delay-line

In [4]: #Parameter for Variation
wg.create_symbol("l_waveguide",pc.Symbol);
l_waveguide = pc.parameter("l_waveguide",1000)
wg.l_waveguide = l_waveguide*units.um;

# Scaling-Length of curved part
wg.create_symbol("d_dl",pc.Symbol);
d_dl = pc.parameter("d_dl",1);
wg.d_dl = d_dl*units.mm;

# Stretching variable
wg.create_symbol("stretch",pc.Symbol);
stretch = pc.parameter("stretch",10);

Define the index as refraction as a waveguide in vacuum.

In [7]: straight= pc.And(z>=wg.d_dl+wg.Prefocus,(abs(x) <= wg.r_waveguide),(abs(y)<
= wg.r_waveguide))
curved = (abs(x*stretch- pc.cos(z/(wg.d_dl)*math.pi*2))<= 2*wg.r_waveguide)

inside_waveguide = pc.Or(straight, pc.And(curved ,abs(y)<=wg.r_waveguide,z<
=wg.d_dl+wg.Prefocus),z>=wg.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,z<=wg.Prefocus)
s.n = pc.piecewise((n_Va,inside_waveguide),(n_Si,True))

Plot of the index of refraction for review.

In [8]: n = s.n.function;
fig,(ax1,ax2) = plt.subplots(1,2,figsize=(10,4));
plot(n(s.x,0,s.z), settings, ax = ax1);plot(n(s.x,s.y,1*units.mm),settings,
ax = ax2);



In [14]: propagator = propagators.FiniteDifferences2D(settings)
A=range(0);B=range(0);S=range(0)
steps = 2
for i in range(0,steps):

stretch.set_value(5+ 4*i)
print "Stretch-Factor %s" % stretch.get_value()
field_2D=propagator.run_slice()[:]
Variable= "%s" %(stretch.get_value())  
plot(field_2D,figsize=(10,3),cmap=fire_colormap());

# Efficiency
In=(np.sum(np.abs(field_2D[-r_waveguide:r_waveguide,Prefocus])**2,axis=

s.x));
Out=(np.sum(np.abs(field_2D[0*units.um:1*units.um,(wg.l_waveguide+wg.Pr

efocus)])**2,axis=s.x));  
A.append(In)
B.append(Out)
S.append(Out/(In)*100)

print S

Stretch-Factor 5

propagating:|█████████████████████| 1299/1299 [0.9s < 0(0)s]]              

            

Stretch-Factor 9

propagating:|█████████████████████| 1299/1299 [0.9s < 0(0)s]]              

            

[24.188468149690234, 16.806525113135869]



Curved channels

In [3]: wg.create_symbol("R_kruemmung",pc.Symbol);
R_kruemmung = pc.parameter("R_kruemmung",350)
wg.R_kruemmung = R_kruemmung*units.mm;

wg.create_symbol("l_waveguide",pc.Symbol);
l_waveguide = pc.parameter("l_waveguide",2000)
wg.l_waveguide = l_waveguide*units.um;

Define the index as refraction as a waveguide in vacuum.

In [6]: exprPlus = (wg.R_kruemmung+wg.r_waveguide)
exprMinus = (wg.R_kruemmung-wg.r_waveguide)
expr1 = exprPlus**2 >= (z**2 + (x-wg.R_kruemmung)**2)
expr2 = (z**2 + (x-wg.R_kruemmung)**2) >= exprMinus**2

inside_waveguide = pc.Or(pc.And(expr1, expr2 ,abs(y)<=wg.r_waveguide),z>=wg
.l_waveguide+wg.Prefocus,z<=wg.Prefocus)
s.n = pc.piecewise((n_Va,inside_waveguide),(n_Si,True))

Plot of the index of refraction for review.

In [7]: n = s.n.function;fig,(ax1,ax2) = plt.subplots(1,2,figsize=(10,4));
plot(n(s.x,0,s.z), settings, ax = ax1);plot(n(s.x,s.y,1*units.mm),settings,
ax = ax2);



1+1D simulation

In [8]: propagator = propagators.FiniteDifferences2D(settings)

In [10]: A=range(0)
B=range(0)
E=range(0)
S=range(0)
R=range(0)
L=range(0)
steps = 1
for i in range(0,steps):

R_kruemmung.set_value(500+ 1200*i)
print "%smm" % R_kruemmung.get_value()
field_2D=propagator.run_slice()[-0.5*units.um:15*units.um]
Variable= "%smm" %(R_kruemmung.get_value())  
plot(field_2D,figsize=(10,3));

In=(np.sum(np.abs(field_2D[-0.05*units.um:0.049*units.um,0.02*units.mm]
)**2,axis=s.x));

Out=(np.sum(np.abs(field_2D[-0.5*units.um:10*units.um,2.02*units.mm])**
2,axis=s.x));

R=R_kruemmung.get_value();
L=2*l_waveguide.get_value()/1000;
A.append(In)
B.append(Out)
E.append((((2*R)-np.sqrt((4*R*R)-(L*L)))/2)*1000) # x Distance of en

trance and exit
S.append(Out/(In))

print S
print E

500mm

propagating:|█████████████████████| 2099/2099 [2.1s < 0(0)s]]              

            

[0.85379401672756861]
[4.0000160001341101]



Advanced curvatures

In [4]: #Parameter for Variation
wg.create_symbol("R_curv",pc.Symbol);
R_curv= pc.parameter("R_curv", 200000)
wg.R_curv= R_curv*units.um;
wg.create_symbol("n_grad",pc.Symbol);
n_grad= pc.parameter("n_grad", 9.4*10**-5)
wg.n_grad=wg.R_curv**-1;

Define the index as refraction as a waveguide in vacuum.

In [7]: inside_condition_square = (abs(x)**2 <= wg.r_waveguide**2) & (abs(y)**2 <=
100*units.nm**2)

inside_waveguide = pc.Or(pc.And(inside_condition_square),z>=wg.l_waveguide+
wg.Prefocus,z<=wg.Prefocus)
s.n = pc.piecewise((n_Va-wg.n_grad*x,inside_waveguide),(n_Si,True))

Plot of the index of refraction for review.

In [8]: n = s.n.function;
fig,(ax1,ax2) = plt.subplots(1,2,figsize=(10,5));
plot(n(s.x,0,s.z), settings, ax = ax1); plot(n(s.x,s.y,0.5*units.mm),settin
gs, ax = ax2);

Simulating with gradient

In [9]: propagator = propagators.FiniteDifferences2D(settings)



In [10]: A=range(0); B=range(0); S=range(0)
steps = 2
for i in range(0,steps):

R_curv.set_value((50000 - 46500*i))
print "%sum" % R_curv.get_value()
Variable= "%sum" %(R_curv.get_value())  
field_2D=propagator.run_slice()[:]
In=(np.sum(np.abs(field_2D[-0.05*units.um:0.05*units.um,0.02*units.mm])

**2,axis=s.x));
Out=(np.sum(np.abs(field_2D[-0.05*units.um:0.05*units.um,1.02*units.mm]

)**2,axis=s.x));
A.append(In); B.append(Out); S.append(Out/(In)*100);  
plot(field_2D[-0.5*units.um:0.5*units.um],figsize=(15,5));

print S

50000um

propagating:|█████████████████████| 1099/1099 [2.1s < 0(0)s]]              

            

3500um

propagating:|█████████████████████| 1099/1099 [1.9s < 0(0)s]]              

            

[55.306684538631501, 11.844745917566923]



Simulating with rotating coordinatesystem

In [11]: wg.R_curv= 0*units.um; wg.n_grad=0;

In [12]: def create_curvature_initializer(R):
def curvature_initializer(settings):

s = settings.symbols
alpha = settings.get_as(-pc.atan(s.dz/R),float)
update_field = expression_to_array(pc.exp(1j*s.k*s.x*pc.sin(alpha))

,settings).data
def curvature_updater(propagator):

field = propagator._get_field()
field *= update_field

settings.updaters['curvature'] = curvature_updater
return curvature_initializer

settings.initializers['curvature'] = create_curvature_initializer(50*units.
mm)

In [13]: propagator = propagators.FiniteDifferences2D(settings)
field_2D=propagator.run_slice()[:];
plot(field_2D[-0.5*units.um:0.5*units.um],figsize=(15,5));

propagating:|█████████████████████| 1099/1099 [2.2s < 0(0)s]]              
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